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Chapter 1
Preface
In December 2002 I joined a tour to UNIK for a presentation of the courses and
research facilities at Kjeller. As I had requested research projects relevant to
MEMS at Department of Computer Science at University of Oslo, I was very
interested when a project on MEMS-modeling was presented. The project was
presented with the aim of developing a method to build analytic models using
numerical methods. With education in in the fields of mechanical engineering
and microelectronics, my background seemed very well suited for research re-
lated to MEMS. Having signed up for the project it soon became apparent that
this project was mainly a mechanics project. As I lacked a lot of the basic
knowledge of vibration analysis and the finite element method, a lot of back-
ground material had to be read. A whole new world of applied mathematics
revealed it self, and also needed some exploration. It all added up to a lot of
reading and an growing interest for previously unknown fields of study.
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Chapter 2
Introduction
What is MEMS Microelectronics has made a tremendous impact in most
peoples everyday life. Especially the last decade , the request for automated
systems has literally exploded. Today cars contain tens of micro-controllers,
many have mobile phones and your washing-machine has probably more com-
putational power available than Apollo 11 1, the first manned lunar spacecraft.
All these systems can only interact with it’s environment thru either human
interfaces or sensors and actuators. As size and price always are important is-
sues, the request for small, cheap, reliable and accurate sensors and actuators
increase with the increasing request for automated systems. MEMS is exactly
the answer to this request. Small, heap and highly accurate devices which are
easily integrated with microelectronics.
An article [13] published in 1982, are by many considered as the starting-
point of the technology today known as MEMS even though some MEMS devices
had been around for nearly a decade at the time. The article presents single-
crystal silicon as a mechanical material and its possibilities for a inexpensive
high-volume production with a high yield.
Using methods and tools such as lithography, ion-implantation and etching, all
developed by the microelectronics industry, it is currently possible to make me-
chanical devices in the micrometer scale. Typical examples are accelerometers,
ink-jet heads, DNA-amplifiers, gyroscopes, pressure sensors and micro-mirror
arrays for video-projectors. Medicine is a field of study in which MEMS is ex-
pected to have a huge impact, not only through improvement of current tools,
but also through enabling the invention of new tools. Pressure sensors for de-
ployment inside the body, monitoring the vitalities of the brain, heart and other
organs are soon to be commercialized. Wireless robots with cameras intended
for injection into the body have been suggested and some has even forecasted
nano-robots capable of reproduction. Given the right properties, these robots
can be used for instance to clean up pollution as in the Exxon Valdez oil-spill.
Many believe MEMS to make an equal or even greater impact on peoples ev-
eryday life than microelectronics have.
1The Apollo guidance computer actually had a basic machine cycle of 2.048 MHz, 2kb
ROM and 4kb RAM.
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Problems
Due to the size and performance requested from MEMS-devices, regular as-
sumptions, such as small deflections and uniform material properties, used to
simplify the models used for larger systems, are no longer valid. More accu-
rate simulations are desired and previously neglected non-linearities need to be
taken into consideration. The complexity of interactions between the physical
domains (mechanical, electronic, electromagnetics....) also enhance the need for
dedicated design-tools.
Most design-fields have their own and highly developed tools. ANSYS and
ABACUS are examples of such tools for the mechanical domain, while SPICE
and Cadence are equivalent tools for the electronic domain. Non-specific inter
domain tools like FEMLAB exist, but lack certain features for some domains.
All though some MEMS-specific design tools such as Coventorware and
MEMS Pro(MEMSCAP) have evolved, they are expensive and often compli-
cated to learn. They rely on a FEM representation of the models, decreasing
a designer’s intuitive understanding of device parameter sensitivity due to the
many degrees of freedom needed to obtain accurate simulation results. It is
therefore desirable to develop tools which in a simple manner include the pre-
viously neglected effects effectively and enhance a designer’s understanding of
the system.
Macro-modeling.
Also known as lumped modeling, macro-modeling is based on dividing a system
into few discrete parts with well defined properties. Given that a designer is
familiar with each subpart’s properties, it is more likely that a designer will
gain a more thorough understanding of the complete system. If , in addition,
the models used for each part have reasonable good accuracy, simulation re-
sults from macro-models will not only provide reasonably accurate answers, but
demand far less computational effort as well. Also desired, is the possibility
to represent the most important features of the complete system in a simple
mathematical manner. Having such a mathematical system-representation, and
perhaps it’s dependencies on certain design parameters, it would be very suited
for modeling for instance micro-mechanical devices and their interaction with
it’s environment in circuit-simulators like SPICE.
In [5] Pierre and Pesheck presents a methodology for modal truncation of
nonlinear systems. The methodology is applicable, with a few assumptions
made, to any system presented in a FEM-fashion.
This paper aims to test and verifying the usefulness of this methodology to build
and simulate MEMS macro-models.
2.1 Review
Review.
This paper tests and verify a method for modal truncation of nonlinear systems.
The method is tested on two different system. One arbitrary model and one
model of a butterfly rate-gyroscope. Both systems are described as macro-
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models built from beam elements of two nodes. Most necessary background
material can be found, briefly reviewed or with references given in chapter 3.
To model the macro-models, several methods have been used. Chapter 4 reviews
the necessary techniques and tries to explain them somewhat different than the
texts referred to. An implementation based on the previous chapters can be
found in 5 with results and discussion of the results from numerous simulations
in chapter 6. Finally the paper is summarized in chapter 7. The conclusion of
the paper is that macro-models are very useful as design-tools and the method
of nonlinear modal truncation tested can reduce calculation efforts significantly
and deliver very good results if certain criterias are met.
Chapter 3
Mechanics.
3.1 Silicon as a mechanical material.
In 1982([13]) K.Petersen introduced silicon as a mechanical material even thought
some mechanical devices made from silicon had been around for a decade or so.
He foresees the possibilities and properties for what is known as MEMS today
and emphasize the mechanical properties of single crystal silicon.
Unlike well known construction materials like steel and aluminum, silicon
shatters when it yields. Therefore it does not seem to be a material especially
suited for mechanical structures. There are however other properties which
make silicon interesting as a material for mechanical structures. It is nearly lin-
early elastic, has a very good strength to weight ratio and has extremely good
properties regarding fatigue. The production aspect also plays an important
role. Over the last decades, the micro-electronic industry has developed and
improved numerous tools for manipulating very small structures made from
semiconductors. It is therefore possible to build very small and reproducible
micro-mechanical devices from semiconductor substrates.
Using the same substrates as micro-electronics, micro-mechanics are even easily
integrated with micro-electronics. Even if few devices really utilize this oppor-
tunity today, the possibility is present and will surly be used to build cheaper
systems in the future.
3.2 The Finite Element Method
The finite element method (FEM) is currently the most popular numerical tech-
nique available for the analysis of complex mechanized systems. In it’s most gen-
eral form, the method can be applied to a broad range of problems, spanning
from fluid flow and heat transfer, to electrical systems and structural systems.
The method handles both linear and nonlinear problems. The discovery of the
method is often attributed to Courant (1943) , first reported used in structural
analysis by Turner et al. (1956), and has increased in popularity with the de-
velopment of cheap and powerful desktop computers, decreasing the need for
expensive dedicated servers.
Far beyond the scope of this paper, the reader is referred to specialized texts on
8
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the finite element method such as [16], [1] and [12] if a thorough introduction is
desired.
For the rest of the section, only structural problems will be addressed as this is
the main focus of this paper.
3.2.1 Analytical perspective
The classical method of analysis in elasticity involves the study of an infinitesi-
mal element of an elastic body. Relationships among stress, strain and displace-
ment for the infinitesimal element are developed 1 and usually presented in the
form of differential equations applicable at any point in the body. A solution
for each infinitesimal element is then subject to it’s boundary conditions, and
as structural analysis often involves complex structures, approximate methods
such as numerical integration, truncated series and finite differences are often
used. All these methods require some sort of discreetization of the solution to
be found.
The finite element method is just about discreetization. Applying the finite
element method, the first step is to discreetize the structure to be analyzed into
an assembly of a finite number of elements of finite size , each connected at
specified nodal points. Figure 3.1 is a simple but typical example suited for
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Figure 3.1: Discreetization of two bars.
analysis with FEM. Needing only two degrees of freedom(dof), that is two di-
rections of motion (horizontally and vertically), both the force and the bars are
decomposed to components with the same direction as the selected dofs. The
complete mass is subdivided in such a manner that half the mass of each bar is
assigned to the lumped mass marked M while the rest is assigned to the nodes
at the solid to which the bars are attached. This is a simplification valid when
displacements are small2. Each bar can now be considered as springs of stiffness
k. Expressed by mathematics the displacements x1 and x2 are:
Dof1 : Mx¨1 + k1x1 = F1 (3.1)
Dof1 : Mx¨2 + k2x2 = F2 (3.2){
F1
F2
}
=
[
M 0
0 M
]{
x¨1
x¨2
}
+
[
k1 0
0 k2
]{
x1
x2
}
(3.3)
Equation 3.3 is now on a typical FEM form: a matrix of masses, a matrix of ele-
mental stiffnesses and vectors representing the accelerations (x¨), displacements
1A thorough introduction is given by Boresi, Schmidt and Sidebottom in [3] in chapters
1-3
2Large displacements cause nonlinear behavior which will be partially addressed in section
3.5
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(x) and forces. Common, but not included in 3.3, is a matrix of dampening-
coefficients and a vector of nodal velocities (x˙). Summing it all, a general
representation of a viscously damped(see paragraph below) structural system
suited for the finite element method can be stated as:
[M ]x¨+ [C]x˙+ [K]x = F (3.4)
This equation is often called the equation of motion and is derived from La-
grange’s equation3.
3.2.2 Lumped modeling versus FEM.
Lumped modeling and FEM are very much the same techniques. Using matrix
algebra, they are both able to solve sets of equations describing a huge range
of phenomena and both methods are based the discreetization of continuous
systems. The main difference, which is not really a difference, but a matter of
definition, is that while lumped modeling simplifies by gathering and sorting
properties in a few discreet elements, often defined by the natural elements
of the system, the finite element method discreetizes as a function of desired
accuracy. If a higher level of accuracy is desired, more elements are used. A
beam would typically be modeled as a 2 node element when lumped analysis is
applied, while it could be modeled by several tens of nodes if subject to high
accuracy demands and large deflections.
3.2.3 Stiffness matrix [K]
Elementary physics describes the elongation x of a spring caused by a force F
as:
F = k · x (3.5)
where k is called the spring constant. For a system of multiple dofs , the stiffness
matrix is simply a matrix describing the equivalent spring stiffness between the
degrees of freedom in the system.
3.2.4 Mass matrix [M]
The elemental mass matrix is a matrix of equivalent nodal masses that repre-
sents the actual distributed mass of the element. Although possible to derive a
mass matrix of distributed masses, a more common approach, especially suited
for structures where elements of small mass support large masses, assigns an
equal fraction of the elements mass to each of the element’s nodes (lumped).
This gives a diagonal mass matrix, simplifying the solution of dynamical prob-
lems considerably. Due to the complexity of fully derived mass matrices, only
diagonal mass matrices will be used in this paper. If the reader is interested,
[14] explains the derivation of non-diagonal mass matrices.
3See any elementary physics book. For instance [23]
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3.2.5 Dampening matrix [C]
In real life, all structural systems are somewhat dampened. If this was not
the case, a system set in motion, would vibrate forever. The force caused by
dampening is described by:
F = bx˙ (3.6)
where b is the dampening coefficients and x˙ is velocity. In a similar fashion
as the stiffness matrix, the dampening matrix is simply a matrix of coefficients
scaling the dampening forces between a system’s degree’s of freedom.
3.2.6 Assembly and coupled dofs
Although simple systems with no connection between dofs (uncoupled), has seen
in figure 3.1 (assuming small displacements), easily can be presented by several
instances of the equation of motion, the complexity rapidly increase with the
number of coupled dofs and dimensions.
Figure 3.2 shows a system of 2 interconnected degrees of freedom, one which is
damped, one which is not. Decomposing each element and its forces, all forces
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Figure 3.2: Lumped system
acting on the masses m1 and m2 are summed to∑
Fm1
= m1x¨1 + b1x˙+ k1x− k2(x2 − x1) (3.7)
∑
Fm2
= m2x¨2 + k2(x2 − x1)− F (3.8)
If the force F is applied, both masses will move, and if F is a varying force,
they will oscillate at different frequencies depending on the forces transferred
and their masses. Both stiffness matrices and the dampening matrices reflect
this by entries offset from the diagonal. For the system seen in figure 3.2, only
mass 1 will have entries in the dampening matrix and the system can then be
described by the following matrices and vectors:[
m1 0
0 m2
] [
x¨1
x¨2
]
+
[
b1 0
0 0
] [
x˙1
x˙2
]
+
[
k1 + k2 −k2
−k2 k2
] [
x1
x2
]
=
[
0
F
]
(3.9)
Because the system only has two elements and they both move along the same
axis, the system is very easy to describe. Usually systems are described in 3
dimensions and all members of a structure, that is beams and elements of two
or more nodes, are seldom aligned with the chosen coordinate system. A usual
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description in 3 dimensional space requires 3 degrees of freedom for each node
if only displacement is considered, and 6 if momentums are included as well.
A common template for a 3 dimensional beam of two nodes, aligned with the
global coordinate system and based on standard beam equations is given in ma-
trix 3.10. As mentioned, members are not always aligned with the coordinate
system in use. If so, the matrices local to the member must be rotated to align
with the global coordinate system. This is a simple matter of coordinate trans-
formation, reviewed in most books on FEM and in many mathematical texts.
Because all members of the examples given and to be presented in this paper
are aligned, the reader is referred to such texts if interested. Suggestions for
texts are [12],[16] or [2].
3.3 Beam elements.
Assuming the reader is familiar with the derivation of the formulas describ-
ing a beam with two nodal points, this chapter briefly reviews properties and
modification of properties of such a beam.
3.3.1 Equivalent spring stiffness of a beam.
Given a singly supported and loaded beam of length L, ade from a material with
a Young’s module of E and with a cross section giving a second area moment
of I, the equivalent spring stiffness of the beams end is given as:
kcantilever =
3RI
L3
(3.11)
3.3.2 Torsional stiffness of a beam.
Given the same beam as above, but replacing the the load by a twisting moment
at it’s end, the torsional stiffness is given by:
ktorsion =
JG
L
(3.12)
where G is the materials shear-modulus, J is polar moment of inertia and L is
length.
3.3.3 Symmetric cross sections.
Several parameters are necessary to build the matrices needed for a FEM rep-
resentation of a beam:
• Volume.
• Mass.
• Area perpendicular to the bending axis.
• Second moments of inertia.
• Polar moments of inertia.
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• Moments of mass inertia.
• Youngs module
p
r
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Y
X
x
y
yc
x
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dA
C
O
Figure 3.3: Arbitrary plane area
Notation :
A Area of the section
M Mass of the section
0 Origo
X, Rectangular axes in the plane of the section at arbitrary point O
x, Rectangular axes in the plane of the section parallel to X, ,
respectively with origin at the centroid, of the section
p Axis parallel to an axis through origo positioned at C
z Polar axis through C
r The distance from C to the dA element, r =
√
x2c + y2c
Area, volume and mass
The area of an arbitrary given cross section with perimeter defined by f(x, ), is:∫
x
∫
y
f(x, )dydx (3.13)
Integrating along the length of a beam of the same cross section, gives the
beam’s volume:
V =
∫
x
∫
y
∫
z
f(x, , )dzdydx (3.14)
Having obtained its volume, mass is found by multiplying with the material
density ρ:
M = ρ · V (3.15)
Second area moments.
The second are moments describe a cross sections properties regarding bending
as function of geometry. For an arbitrary cross section, the second area moments
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about it’s two in plane axes x and y are:
Ix =
∫
A
y2dA (3.16)
Iy =
∫
A
x2dA (3.17)
For rectangular sections of height h and width w, the second are moments are:
Ix =
bh3
12
(3.18)
Iy =
hb3
12
(3.19)
Polar moment of inertia
The polar moment of inertia describes the torsional properties of a bar of area
A as function of geometry.
Iz = J =
∫
A
r2dA (3.20)
For a rectangular cross section of height h and width w, J is given in [22] as:
J =
wh3
16
[
16
3
− 3.36 h
w
(
1− h
4
12w4
)]
(3.21)
where h is height and w is width. Polar moment of inertia for other cross
sections are given as well.
Mass moments of inertia
Mass moments are defined from considering an arbitrary particle of mass m
rotating at an angular velocity ω at a distance r from the axis of rotation. It’s
kinetic energy is then:
Ek =
1
2
mr2ω2 (3.22)
Assume the particle is just one particle in a large mass, all rotating at velocity
ω.The total energy of all the particles is then
Ek =
ω2
2
(m1r
2
1 +m2r
2
2 + · · ·+mnr2n) (3.23)
=
∑
i
1
2
mir
2
i ω
2 (3.24)
=
∑
i
1
2
IMω
2 (3.25)
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where IM is defined as mass moments of inertia. The mass moment of inertia
for some given shapes and placement of rotational axis are:
L
1
12ML
2 Slender rod with axis through center
L 1
3ML
2 Slender rod with axis through one end
a
b
1
12M(a
2 + b2) Rectangular plate with axis through
center
a
b 1
3Ma
2 Thin rectangular plate of size a · b with
axis along a edge of b length.
The parallel axis theorem.
Often parameters of the cross section are defined at the center of the area instead
of the axis of interest. Using the parallel axis theorem, which in reality is just a
weighted coordinate transformation, the axis can be moved to any point, even
outside the cross section. For second area moments and polar moment of inertia
it is:
IX = Ix +Ay
2
c (3.26)
IY = Iy +Ax
2
c (3.27)
IXY = Ixy +Axcyc (3.28)
For mass moments of inertia it becomes:
Ip = Io +Mr
2 (3.29)
Youngs modulus.
Hooks law4 claims a linear dependency between tension, τ and elongation, :
τ = E (3.30)
where E is called the Youngs modulus and describes the rigidity of a mate-
rial. A higher Youngs modulus gives a stiffer material and vica versa. Youngs
modulus is a material constant and is a function of atomic properties as well
as atomic structure. Values for the Youngs module is found thru experimental
testing and is given in tables for many common materials.
4Should be well known from any university physics book or book on basic elasticity.
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Figure 3.4: Non-coincidal centers
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Figure 3.5: Non-coincidal centers 2
3.3.4 Non-symmetric cross sections.
Unfortunately non-symmetric cross sections are not as simple as symmetrical
cross sections. Sometimes the unsymmetrical cross section can be divided into
many smaller and symmetric cross sections for which simple equations are given.
All the cross sections must then be related to the same axis, using the paral-
lel axis theorem. Having found the desired properties for all subsections, the
corresponding property for the complete cross section is simply the sum of all
the subsections’ properties5. Before a short example on torsional rigidity is
reviewed, the problem of noncoincidal axes is addressed.
Arbitrary beams with noncoincidal centroid and shear-center.
A FEM representation requires all degrees of freedom of one node to be de-
fined at the same coordinate. Sometimes this is not directly obtainable using
simple equations. A solution is to use coordinate transformation, moving the
coordinates of certain dofs to coincide with the others.
Given is a beam with a non-symmetric cross section as seen in figure 3.4.
The centroid, that is the center of gravity for the cross sectional area , is located
outside the structure itself, while the shear center, that is the axis of neutral
shear forces for a beam subject to a torsional moment, is located at the inter-
section of the leg’s longitudal axes of symmetry. Defining the displacements x,
θy and θz at the centroid and yˆ,zˆ and θˆx at the shear center, the displacement
vector is:
xTs =
[
x yˆ zˆ θˆx θy θz
]
(3.31)
Now imagine applying a torsion around the x-axis(figure 3.5), causing the bar
to twist an angle θx. Because yˆ,zˆ and θˆx are not defined in a point intersected by
the axis of rotation, they will move when the torsion is applied. Using regular
coordinate transformation techniques, and only focusing on the dofs defined in
5Actually not correct regarding stress-distribution, but because it is less important in this
paper, it is neglected.
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the shear center, their transformations are:
yˆ
zˆ
θˆx
 =
 cos θx − sin θx 0sin θx cos θx 0
0 1
 yz
θx
 (3.32)
Assuming small values for θx
cos θx ≈ 1 (3.33)
sin θx ≈ θx (3.34)
⇓
yˆ = y − zθx (3.35)
zˆ = z + yθx (3.36)
θˆx = θx (3.37)
It is then simple to use equations 3.35,3.36 and 3.37 to make a transformation
matrix ts such that
xs = [ts]x (3.38)
The one-node transformation matrix for transforming systems with noncoincidal
shear center and centroid being twisted around an x-axis thru the centroid, is
then:
ts =

1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 −zs 0 0
0 0 1 ys 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
 (3.39)
where (ys,s ) is the coordinates of the shear center, with regards to a origo
defined in the centroid. The technique can of course be used for any other co-
ordinate alignment as well.
For larger systems of similar elements the transformation matrix is simply
repeated along the diagonal of a empty matrix of the desired size.
Ts =
[
ts 0
0 ts
]
(3.40)
From general matrix transformation rules, e then have
K = T−1s KsTs (3.41)
M = T−1s MsTs (3.42)
where Ks and Ms are the the stiffness and mass matrices defined in the shear
center and K and M are the stiffness and mass matrices defined at the nodal
center.
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Figure 3.6: Locating the shear center.
Finding torsional rigidity
Finding the correct torsional rigidity for complex cross sections might be cum-
bersome. Although given for many cross sections in books like [22], these formu-
las are often applicable only for thin walled structures and therefore less suitable
in general.
The solution is to divide the complex area into smaller areas with well defined
torsional rigidity. For each sub-section, all values are found and related to the
nodal center thru the use of the parallel axis theorem and if necessary, each
elements transformation matrix as shown in the previous section on noncoincidal
shear-center and centroid.
In order to utilize this technique, the coordinates for the shear center and the
nodal center must be known. Given in [22] and with reference to figure 3.6 the
shear center has an offset from the intersecting symmetry axes:
ex =
h2
2
I1x
I1x+I2x
(3.43)
ey =
h1
2
I1y
I1y+I2y
(3.44)
(3.45)
where Ix1 ,Iy1 denotes the second moments of inertia for rectangle 1 of figure 3.6
, with respect to x1 and y1 and similarly for Ix2 and Iy2 .Dividing the L-shaped
cross section into two rectangular parts, redefining width and heights according
to figure 3.7 and using formulas from section 3.3.3, each part’s values are:
1
2h2
w2
h1
w1
Figure 3.7: Cross section divided into two rectangles.
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Rectangle 1
Iy =
w1h
3
1
12 + (w1h1)
h22
4
Iz =
h1w
3
1
12 + (h1w1)
∣∣w2
2 − w12
∣∣2
J(from [22]) =
w1h
3
1
16
[
16
3 − 3.36 · h1w1
(
1− h112w1
)]
zs =
h2
2
ys =
∣∣w1
2 − w22
∣∣
Rectangle 2
Iy =
w2h
3
2
12 + (h2w2)
h21
4
Iz =
h2w
3
2
12 + (h2w2)|w22 − w22 |2
J(from [22]) =
h2w
3
2
16
[
16
3 − 7.72w2h2
(
1− 4w42
3h42
)]
zs =
h1
2
ys = 0
Inserting the above values into the [K]-template presented in 3.10, transforming
the resulting matrices using the transformation matrix Ts as defined previously
and adding them together, the 4’th and 10’th rows and columns can be extracted
to represent the torsional rigidity for the full cross section.
Tensor of second area moments.
Because beams of symmetrical cross sections do not warp when loaded, only the
second area moments for the principle axes are commonly used (emphasized in
equation 3.46).
[I ] =
 Ixx Ixy IxzIyx Iyy Iyz
Izx Izy Izz
 (3.46)
Beams with non-symmetrical cross sections, will warp and therefore all second
area moments are needed. Assuming no torsion about the x-axis of figure 3.8, it
is reasonable to simplify equation 3.46 by setting all entries in the first column
and the first row to zero, save Ixx which is set to 1.
[I ] =
 1 0 00 Iyy Iyz
0 Izy Izz
 (3.47)
Nonprincipal second area moments.
Assuming Iyz = Izy, all second area moments of interest are defined:
Iyy =
∫
z2dA (3.48)
Izz =
∫
y2dA (3.49)
Iyz =
∫
yzdA (3.50)
As Iyy and Izz can easily be found for rectangular cross sections and complex
areas divided into smaller parts and assembled using the parallel axis theorem,
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Figure 3.8: Arbitrary L-shaped cross section.
the only unknown second area moment is Iyz.For an L-shaped cross as shown
in figure 3.8 , Iyz is:
Iyz =
∫ ∫
yzdA1 +
∫ ∫
yzdA2 (3.51)
=
∫ w1+w2
2 +w1
−w1+w22
∫ h1
2
−h12
yzdzdy (3.52)
+
∫ w1+w2
2
−w1+w22 +w1
∫ h1
2 −h2
−h12
yzdzdy (3.53)
=
h22w1w2
4 − h1h2w1w24 (3.54)
Because the [K]-template for a two-node beam (matrix 3.10) only contains the
principal second area moments, it is necessary to diagonalize the matrix of non-
principal second area moments (3.47) so that matrix 3.10 can be used. Having
obtained all necessary second area moments, the tensor’s eigenvalues can be
found and inserted in to the [K] template(3.10), replacing Iz and Iy. Because
J must be calculated by dividing the full cross section into smaller rectangular
sections, it’s value (in 3.10) can be set to zero and filled in afterwards. [K],
containing the eigenvalue second area moments, can now be transformed to the
k-room using a transformation matrix ([Ts]) built from stacking the eigenvectors
of the tensor (3.47) along the diagonal of an empty matrix of desired size. The
new [K] is then
[Kk] = [Ts][K][Ts]
T (3.55)
Inserting the polar moment of inertia.
Inserting the previously extracted J is easily done by adding [Kk], which is all
zero in the 4’th and 10’th rows and columns, and the extracted J which is zero
in all but in the 4’th and 10’th rows and columns.
[K] =

000 x 00
000 x 00
000 x 00
xxx x xx
000 x 00
000 x 00
+

xxx 0 xx
xxx 0 xx
xxx 0 xx
000 0 00
xxx 0 xx
xxx 0 xx

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Figure 3.9: Principle of squeeze-film dampening
3.4 Squeeze-film effects.
Resonating MEMS-devices are usually packed in small depressurized packages.
This is mainly to reduce the effects caused by motion in viscouses mediums
such as gases and liquids. If a surface is moved thru a viscous medium, a force
will act on the surface. The force can be decomposed to a shear force directed
along the surface and a force normal to the surface. The surface’s orientation
compared to the direction of the motion will scale the components. A common
simplification is that of motion directed normal to the surface, allowing shear
forces to be neglected. A quick example simplifies the explanation:
Figure 3.9 show two surfaces, one fixed and one movable. If the surfaces are
forced together, the gas between the surfaces will be compressed and depleted.
Assuming a very slowly closing gap, the gas will have time to move and com-
pression can be ignored. In a non-perfect thermo-dynamic system, the energy
spent depleting the gas, can be considered dissipated. By contrast, a rapidly
closing gap will compress the gas before depletion could commence. The com-
pressed gas will try to expand , effectively counter-acting the compressive force
until depletion and a uniform pressure is accomplished.
Now consider the same system, but having a cyclic forcing. Given the frequency
is low, compression can be neglected and only depletion considered. For each
cycle, energy will be spent depleting the gas and ’sucking’ it back in. Removing
the forcing and letting the system vibrate by itself, some energy will still be
removed from the system for each cycle, and because no new energy is put into
the system, the system will finally have used all the energy from the free vibra-
tion and halt. Given the frequency is very high, depletion can be neglected and
only effects from compression considered. For each cycle, a force counteracting
the closing of the gap will occur, effectively reducing the netto-force acting on
the movable surface. Having defined a spring’s stiffness by
k =
F
∆x
(3.56)
the effect can be considered a spring stiffening. A method for modeling squeeze-
film effects is presented in section 4.5.
3.5 Non-linear mechanics.
There are two main reasons for structural non-linear behavior
• Geometrical non-linearity.
• Material non-linearity.
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Figure 3.12: Stress vs. strain.
3.5.1 Geometric non-linearity.
Geometric nonlinearity is a situation which occurs when a displacement of a
structure alters it’s mechanical properties. Examples are eccentric axial loaded
beams, has seen in figure 3.10, and beams of large deflections, seen in figure
3.11.
Other typical examples are those of elastic instability of structures, such as
Euler buckling of struts and membranes.
3.5.2 Material non-linearity.
Most materials have a nearly linear tension/elongation relationship somehow
similar to what is shown in figure 3.12. The straight line-segment is the linear
regime of the material. If stress is increased beyond the linear regime, that is
where the dashed line and the full line separates, a ductile material will undergo
nonlinear (plastic) deformation before breaking.
3.6 Kinematics of rotation
Imagen a particle constrained to move in a plane, in a coordinate system local
to the particle. The particle distance to its local origo is given by r(t). If
the local coordinate system is set in motion, rotating at an angular velocity Ω
and velocity vr in a global stationary frame of reference, the particles velocity,
described in that global coordinate system , is:
vp = vr + Ω× r (3.57)
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Figure 3.13: A particle moving along r(t) in a rotating frame of reference with
angular velocity Ω.
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Figure 3.14: Simplified model of a coreolis rate gyroscope.
Put in words, equation 3.57 states: the velocity of the particle equals the velocity
of the reference frame pluss the cross-product of the rotation of the reference
frame and the time-dependent position-vector. Expressing the acceleration of
the particle by taking the time derivative of equation 3.57, gives:
ap = ar + 2Ω× vr + Ω× (Ω× r) + Ω˙× r (3.58)
Using Newton’s second law, F=ma, the force caused by the particle to the frame
of reference can be expressed by multiplying equation 3.58 by the mass of the
particle .
mar = Fp − 2mΩ× vr −mΩ× (Ω× r) +mΩ˙× r (3.59)
If the local coordinate system only rotates around an axis normal to the particles
plane of motion, a force Fp applied to the particle can be described in the global
coordinate system as:
Fr, = mx¨ = Fp, + 2mΩy˙ +mΩ
2x+mΩ˙y (3.60)
Fr, = mx¨ = Fp, − 2mΩx˙−mΩ2y −mΩ˙x (3.61)
3.6.1 Coreolis rate gyroscopes.
[19] shows how to utilize the dependencies described in section 3.6, to design a
resonating rate gyroscope. A quick review is given:
Imagen a mass suspended by four springs (figure 3.14). If small-amplitude
motion is assumed, motion along the axes can be considered independently.
The undamped normal frequency of each axial motion is then:
ωy =
√
2ky
m
(3.62)
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ωx =
√
2kx
m
(3.63)
Applying a harmonic force, forcing the x-motion to swing at a frequency, ωd
very close to ωx, with an amplitude x0, the x-displacement is:
x = x0 cosωdt (3.64)
Substituting the Fp,y of equation 3.61 with the equation of motion, the effects
in the y-direction caused by an rotation around an axis normal to both the x
and y axis, is:
my¨ + byy˙ +m(ω
2
y − Ω2)y = −2Ωx˙− Ω˙x (3.65)
Typically designed to be much lower than the resonant frequency ωy, the rate
of rotation,Ω can safely be neglected from the left hand side. Mass-normalizing
the equation and introducing the quality factor Qy, the differential equation for
y motion as a function of x motion is
y¨ +
ωy
Qy
y˙ + ω2y = −2Ωx˙− Ω˙x (3.66)
Reviewing figure 3.14, it should be clear that an oscillating motion in the x-
direction will cause a motion in the y-direction scaled by the rate of rotation
(Ω) around the z-axis.
3.7 Electrostatic actuation and readout.
Actuation and readout are the techniques that make MEMS transducerers pos-
sible.Several different techniques, having different qualities, exist. A field far to
comprehensive to be presented in a paper like this, only a short review of the
techniques interesting for this particular paper is included.
3.7.1 Electrostatic actuation.
Electrostatic actuation is the transformation of electric energy to mechanical
motion thru the use of an electric field spanning a gap separating two charged
areas.If the gap is fixed, the structure it forms, is called a capacitor. Given a
electric field E, total charge Q is evenly distributed over the area A and separated
by a material of permetivity ε, the force present is:
F =
Q
2
E =
Q2
2εA
(3.67)
Known from elementary physics, is the connection between charge, voltage(V)
and capacitance.Also known is an expression for the capacitance spanning a gap
g:
Q = C · V (3.68)
C =
εA
g
(3.69)
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Combining equations 3.67,3.68 and 3.69 as well as assuming the gap is not fixed,
he resulting force as a function of applied voltage and gap distance, is:
F (V, ) =
εAV 2
2g2
(3.70)
In a dynamic system, the gap, will be a function of the force. Adding more
force will decrease the gap, causing even more force to be added, decreasing the
gap further. When the gap reaches 23 of the initial gap, the gap suddenly closes
completely. This effect is called pull in, and is due to what is known as positive
feedback. Not of importance to this paper, the reader is referred to [19] pages
127-139 for further reading on the subject.
3.7.2 Electrostatic readout.
Figure 3.16 shows a mechanical system with two complementary gaps. If the
lever in center is moved up or down, one gap increase and the other decrease.
Assume these gaps are gaps of two capacitors in series(figure 3.16). If a static
voltage is applied over the two equally gapped capacitors of figure 3.16, Kirchof’s
law implies that Vout will be at half the value of the applied voltage. If the
lever’s position is changed, the capacitors’ gaps are no longer equal and Vout
must change. Because a static voltage will cause a static force which will effect
the gaps, alternating voltages are used. The output voltage then alternates
correspondingly about an equilibrium voltage(figure 3.17). If the lever now gains
a offset, the center position of the alternating output voltage will also gain a
offset, which easily can be detected using for instance a integrating operational
amplifier.
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Chapter 4
Methods.
4.1 Reduction-techniques.
Many systems, both electronic and mechanical can be described by lumped
modeling. That is a through discreetization of a system’s elements and their
properties. Although nature is continuously, such lumped models simulate real
systems with very good accuracy for most cases. Exceptions are for instance
high frequency RF where the lumped elements must be assigned more than one
property. The discreetization might produce systems of a considerable number
of elements, making simulation computationally expensive. Even though mod-
ern computers can solve these problems by brute force, it is very desirable to
reduce the number of degrees of freedom to decrease calculation efforts, while
still maintaining simulation accuracy as best as possible. Several techniques,
both for linear and nonlinear systems are mentioned in the literature. Brief
overviews are given for instance in [20] and [17].
Given below are brief reviews and references provided merely to underline the
vast number of different approaches to decrease computational effort and en-
hance analytical understanding.
Commonly known and maybe the most common technique of analyzing nonlin-
ear systems is linearisation about an operating point. This does not necessary
reduce the size of the problem, but simplifies the solution, resulting in a overall
reduction in computational effort. Another common technique is to confine the
motion of a system’s degrees of freedom. Typically used in mechanical prob-
lems, the structure is confined to move in a plane, reducing the number of dofs
by N, where N is the number of nodes. If the structure has multiple members
in parallel or series , one equivalent member can replace them all. Typical ex-
amples are parallel equal beams, electric resistors and static capacitances.
In [15] a method using a piecewise linear approximation of a systems behav-
ior, and not it’s lumped components, is reduced using a Krylov projection,
an iterative sequence of finite steps . The basic idea is to linearize about a
small set of points in a state trajectory found from a trial simulation. Com-
monly such an approach would only give reasonably accurate results for values
in close proximity to the trial simulation, but because each linear model also
is supplied with a weighting value which for all points of the overlapping mod-
els summarize to one, the reduced model delivers smooth and accurate results
28
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for a large range outside the trial trajectory as well. It should be pointed out
that this method supplies a ’black-box’ answer, hiding the inside of the sys-
tem from further analysis, but reduce the computational effort significantly.
Another ’black-box’ methodology is described by Gabbay and Senturia in [8].
Reduced through confinement of of the system and linear superposition of a se-
lected set of basic shapes, the method offers dynamical nonlinear macro-models
suitable for implementation as network elements in circuit analysis software as
SABER. Several techniques for finding basic shapes are mentioned in the arti-
cle and the article itself utilize modal analysis (presented in section 4.2). The
method is based on the energy method, common from finite element theory, and
is therefore very well suited for modeling several energy domains simultaneous.
A methodology presented in [21] uses Pade´-approximations to approximate a
coupled Resistance-coil-capacitance(RLC) network which transfer-impedance is
expanded in a MacLurin series. The applicability of this method in the field
of MEMS-analysis is for this method available through energy-domain transfor-
mations, reviewed by Senturia in [19]. Westby and Fjeldly presents a method of
modeling squeeze-film effects by approximating a infinite ladder by a one step
model in their article [7]. The method is accurate for a given frequency, but
model accuracy decays rapidly when the forced frequency is changed.
Common for many of the reduction schemes is the use of projection into sub-
spaces and approximation techniques such as Taylor series or Pade´ approxi-
mations. Some methods are limited to linear systems, others are applicable to
nonlinear systems as well. Some model the system as a black-box while other
gives results for the inner parts of the system. Some reduced models are only
reasonably accurate for a given narrow frequency range while others are appli-
cable for a full range. In general, most reduction techniques lack the ability to
give simple and analytic expressions for the system in hand, thereby avoiding a
higher degree of understanding for parameter sensitivity.
As can be seen, numerous approaches for reduction of system’s size and com-
plexity exist. The rest of this chapter presents a few methods which are to a
certain extent suited for quasi-analytic models, either directly or as a basis.
4.2 Modal analysis
Any physical system can vibrate. The frequencies at which vibration naturally
occurs, and the modal shapes which the vibrating system assumes are properties
of the system, which can be determined analytically using modal analysis. The
basis of modal analysis is the eigenvalue problem.
4.2.1 The eigenvalue problem.
The equation of motion for a conservative , undamped system is
[m]~¨x+ [k]~x = ~0 (4.1)
The solution of eq. 4.1 is found by assuming a solution on the form:
xi(t) = XiT (t) i = 1, , . . . , (4.2)
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where T is a function of time and Xi a constant. Equation 4.2 shows that the
amplitude ratio is independent of time:
xi(t)
xj(t)
(4.3)
This means that all coordinates have synchronous movement, and it is possible
to describe the motions of a system as components. Each component, is called
a mode, and superimposed, they add up to the complete motion of the system.
The complete system can then be described by a vector of components:
~X =

X1
X2
...
Xn
 (4.4)
Inserting 4.2 into 4.1 and rearranging, 4.3 is restated as:
− T¨ (t)
T (t)
=
[k] ~X
[m] ~X
(4.5)
Because both [m] and [k] are constant, both sides of equation 4.5 must equal
constants. If the constant factor for each row in the matrices are defined as
the squared eigenfrequency ω2, also known as the squared natural frequency,
equation 4.5 can be rewritten to:
T¨ (t) + ω2T (t) = 0 (4.6)
[[k]− ω2[m]] ~X = 0 (4.7)
Solution.
Defining λ as the inverse of the squared eigenfrequency (eq. 4.8) and pre-
multiplying with [m]−1, equation 4.7 becomes(eq. 4.9):
λ =
1
ω2
(4.8)
[λ[I]− [D]] ~X = 0 (4.9)
where D = [k−1][m] and [I] is a identity matrix. Equation 4.9 is known as the
standard eigenvalue problem and requires the determinant of the argument to
equal zero in order to give a nontrivial solution:
|λ[I]− [D]| = 0 (4.10)
Solving eq. 4.10 gives the natural frequencies, which inputted into eq. 4.9
and solved for each frequency, gives the eigenvectors of the system. Each eigen-
vector corresponds to a modal shape. The matrix of eigenvectors is known as
the modal matrix.
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Orthonormalization
Because the eigenvectors, also called the normal modes, are orthogonal 1, with
respect to both the mass matrix and the stiffness matrix, it is possible to trans-
form both the mass matrix and the stiffness matrix of equation 4.7 such that
they are defined in the eigenspace:
[M ] = [X]T [m][X] (4.11)
[K] = [X]T [k][X] (4.12)
⇓ (4.13)
[K]− ω2[M ] = 0 (4.14)
where ω are the natural frequencies of the system.
Mass-normalization.
If the modal matrix is normalized in such a manner that
[X]T [m][X] = [I] (4.15)
where [I] is a identity matrix, [K] of 4.14 reduces to a diagonal matrix of the
squared eigenfrequencies.
[K] =

ω21 0 0 0
0 ω22 0 0
0 0
. . . 0
0 0 0 ω2n
 (4.16)
Having obtained the two diagonal matrices, one unity matrix and one matrix
of squared normal frequencies, a possible coupled system described on the form
of 4.1, is now reduced to a set of uncoupled equations, which are much easier
to solve. Given a vector of results,~q, for a given moment, , the results can be
brought back to the initial coordinate system by multiplying it with the systems
modal matrix.
~x(t) = [X] ~q(t) (4.17)
4.2.2 Modal reduction.
Reviewed by Senturia in [18], modal reduction is a simplification used to re-
duce calculation efforts by modeling only a subset of the modes. Which modes
to model is decided by their significance and the significance of a mode can
be decided from it’s eigenvectors. The eigenvectors are scaled by a system’s
eigenvalues. One simple way to see the significance of modes, is to transform a
vector of forces to the systems eigenspace using the modal matrix. The forces
will then be spread out to all modes, assigning the highest values to the modes
of most significance and the lowest to those least significant. Some modes may
1Please see page 414 of [14] for proof.
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Figure 4.2: The non circular phase-
portrait of a system with nonlinear
couplings.
be assigned only fractions of the applied force, and if small enough, the mode
will bearly be actuated, effectively making the mode uncontrollable.
Given a full set of modal displacement, the modal matrix can be used to find
the displacements of the a system’s nodes. Being a reversed process from the
decomposition of the forces described above, the modal matrix will now scale
each mode’s influence on each degree of freedom. Some modes will have very
little influence, and will therefore be nearly unobservable in the final result. Be-
cause of the neglectable effects of the uncontrollable and unobservable modes,
they can be left out from the simulation without degrading the accuracy of the
results significantly. Please note that this is only valid for linear modes. The
case of nonlinear modes will be addressed in the next sections.
4.3 Manifold theory.
Modal analysis can, as shown, be used to solve linearly coupled differential
equations. Consider a system expressed on the first-order form:{
x˙ = y
y˙ = f(x, y)
(4.18)
Assume a solution on the form x = sin θ ⇒ x˙ = cos θ. If one plots x˙ vs. x, one
will have a perfectly round circle as seen in figure 4.1. The phase-portrait of a
nonlinear mode will on the other hand not be a circle. Assume a solution on
the form x = sin θ + sin2 θ ⇒ x˙ = ((2 sin θ) + 1) cos θ, stemming from a second
order coupling to another mode. The corresponding phase-portrait is seen in
figure 4.2 and is obviously non-circular and has an ’extra loop’.
Extending the idea of modal truncation to nonlinear modes as well, it ought to be
obvious that even thought the system’s modes are found, they are still coupled
due to nonlinear effects. An exclusion of any mode might effect the results
significantly because effects which should have been included in the selected
and most significant modes, may have been left out. So, if modal reduction of
nonlinear systems are to be reasonably accurate, the other modes’ effect on the
most significant modes must be included in the analysis. This is where manifold
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theory enters the court of nonlinear modal analysis. If one can express the non-
selected modes as functions of the selected modes, one can simulate the selected
modes including the effects of excluded modes, soly by the selected modes.
A quick example in order to explain and visualize the concept is given:
Given is a nonlinear system of two degrees of freedom described by the the
following matrices when transformed to it’s eigenspace:
K · ~q =
[
1e + 05 0
0 2.5e + 06
]{
q1
q2
}
α~q
2∗
=
[
300 −600 300
−300 600 −300
]{ q1q1
q1q2
q2q2
}
β~q
3∗
=
[
1e + 03 −3e + 03 3e + 03 −1e + 03
−1e + 03 3e + 03 −3e + 03 1e + 03
]{ q1q1q1
q1q1q2
q1q2q2
q2q2q2
}
A simulation would typically give results as an array of positions and velocities
of all modes at given times. This means that it is possible to express the
amplitude of one mode as a function of the velocity and amplitude of one or
multiple other modes. Figure 4.3 show mode two plotted in mode one’s phase-
space. If one can describe this manifolds mathematical, one could use them
for modal reduction of nonlinear systems. Having such a description, one has
defined a surface on which a mode will orbit. Figure 4.3 show such a manifold
and the result from a corresponding simulation (red line). The result is clearly
confined to the surface of the manifold. Also shown are the results of a linearized
and modally truncated system (blue line), that is if the amplitude of mode two is
set to zero. As can be seen, the linearized system has no amplitude whatsoever
in the phase-space of the master mode and cannot contribute to it’s motion.
To summarize: Manifold theory is simply a method of expressing a depen-
dence between a set of parameters. If the dependence is to only one set of two
parameters, the dependence can be visualized as a surface in a 3-dimensional
space. If the dependence is to more than two parameters, the manifold will span
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more than three dimensions, making it impossible to visualize as a comprehen-
sive figure.
4.4 Nonlinear modal analysis.
In section 4.2, modal analysis was presented as a tool for simulation and analysis
of linear systems. Extending this technique, Pesheck and Pierre present in
their paper [5], methodology for a systematic compression of structural systems
which contain quadratic and cubic nonlinear modes. A field of study far to
comprehensive to include here, nonlinear modes are thoroughly explained in [6].
Their method is based on the center manifold theory, which confines the motions
of modes to the surface of a curved manifold. The basic idea is to model the
whole system using only a few selected modes, and include effects from the
other modes as functions of the selected modes rather than neglecting them as
in modal reduction.
4.4.1 Problem representation.
Shortly reviewing Pierre and Pesheck’s article, the problem to be analyzed is
presented on a first-order form:{
x˙ = y
y˙ = f(X, )
(4.19)
where x is position, y velocity and f(x, y) is the acceleration of the system as a
function of both position and velocity. As previously shown, a linear system can
be decoupled. A nonlinear system on the other hand, can not be decoupled using
the same technique. It is therefore desirable to decouple the linear terms and
model the system with as few nonlinear modes as possible. That is, compress the
effects off all modes into just a few. To do so, Pierre and Pesheck use a finite
element representation of the system, omits dampening and assume that the
nonlinearities are of second and third order only in displacement. The equation
of nonlinear undamped motions can then be expressed as
[M ]~¨x+ [K]~x+ [K2∗] ~x2∗ + [K3∗] ~x3∗ = 0 (4.20)
where x2∗ and x3∗ are second and third order Kronecker tensor products2 of
~x, and [K2∗] and [K3∗] are the corresponding nonlinear couplings. Using modal
analysis, equation 4.20 can be written
[I]~¨q + [Ω]~q + [α]~q2 + [β]~q3 = 0 (4.21)
where [Ω] is a matrix of squared natural frequencies for the system, [α] and
[β] are the inter modal couplings , and q2∗ and q3∗ are the second and third
order Kronecker tensor products of modal displacements. All are defined in
eigenspace coordinates.
(q2∗)T = [q1q1,1 q2,1 q3, . . . ,N xN ] (4.22)
(q3∗)T = [q1q1q1,1 q1q2,1 q1q3, . . . ,N qNqN ] (4.23)
2the Kronecker tensor product of [x] and [y] is all possible combinations of all positions of
[x] and [y].
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4.4.2 Polynomial expansion
Having defined the system in eigenspace, it is possible to express each mode’s
nonlinear characteristic as:
fi = −ω21Xi −
∑N
j=1
∑N
l=j α
i
j,XjXl (4.24)
− ∑Nj=1∑Nl=j∑Nm=l βij,,XjXlXm
where X is the modal shapes and Y their derivatives. Using polynomial ex-
pansion, the j’th mode’s characteristic is found as a function of the selected
modes’(SM ) modal position and velocities (UM and VM ):
Xj(UM ,VM ) =
∑
k∈SM
ak1,uk +
∑
k∈SM
∑
l∈SM
ak,3,ukvl + a
k,
5,vkvl (4.25)
+
∑
k∈SM
∑
l∈SM
∑
q∈SM
ak,,6, ukuluq + a
k,,
8, ukvlvq + · · ·
Yj(UM ,VM ) =
∑
k∈SM
bk2,vk +
∑
k∈SM
∑
l∈SM
bk,4,ukvl (4.26)
+
∑
k∈SM
∑
l∈SM
∑
q∈SM
bk,,7, ukulvq + b
k,,
9, vkvlvq + · · ·
If j ∈ SM , that is if mode j is among the chosen modes, only the linear terms
(ak1,uk,b
k
1,) for j are to be included. If j /∈ SM , that is if j is of one the modes
not chosen, the linear terms are to be dropped, and only higher order terms are
to be included.
If only one mode is choose, the j’th mode’s modal shape is:
Xj = a
k
1,uk + a
k
2,vk + a
k
3,u
2
k + a
k
4,ukvk + a
k
5,v
2
k + a
k
6,u
3
k + (4.27)
+ ak7,u
2
kvk + a
k
8,ukv
2
k + a
k
9,v
3
k
Yj = b
k
1,uk + b
k
2,vk + b
k
3,u
2
k + b
k
4,ukvk + b
k
5,v
2
k + b
k
6,u
3
k + (4.28)
+ bk7,u
2
kvk + b
k
8,ukv
2
k + b
k
9,v
3
k
where uk is the modal amplitude and vk the modal velocity of selected mode
k. The expansion coefficients(a1 → a9,1→ b9) above can be obtained from sub-
stituting equations 4.25 and 4.26 into 4.25. Having obtained all the expansion
coefficients, it is now possible to simulate only the chosen nonlinear modes while
still including the effects from the non-chosen modes. When simulation results
are finished, results for all modes can be found by expanding the compressed
results using the compressed model for each timestep.
4.4.3 Eigenspace transformation of nonlinear terms.
In modal analysis, a matrix of mass-normalized eigenvectors X, called a modal
matrix, is used to transform a system’s stiffness matrix into a diagonal matrix
of squared normal frequencies:
Ω = X−1KX (4.29)
Having a nonlinear system defined as in equation 4.20, the n×n linear matrices
of the system is easily transformed, but neither the n × n2 sized [α]k or the
n× n3 sized [β]k conforms with the square transformation matrix,X .
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To transform α and β, X must be reshaped to fit the indexes of α and β. This
means that the each entry in the reshaped X must correspond to the index of
α and β. For α, this means that Xreshape is:
XK2 =

X1,1X1,1 X1,1X1,2 · · · X1,1X1, · · · X1,X1,
X2,1X2,1 X2,1X2,2 · · · X2,1X2, · · · X2,X2,
...
...
...
...
...
...
Xn,1Xn,1 Xn,1Xn,2 · · · Xn,1Xn, · · · Xn,Xn,
 (4.30)
where Xm, is the m’th entry of the n’th eigenvector. This is known as Kro-
necker tensor products of X. Combined with regular transformation rules, the
transformations of the nonlinear terms are:
[α] = [X]−1[K2∗][X]K2 (4.31)
[β] = [X]−1[K3∗][X]K3 (4.32)
where K2 and K3 notes respectively the second and third order Kronecker
tensor products.
4.4.4 Securing conservation of energy in a nonlinear sys-
tem.
A exited but non-forced and undamped system is conservative. This means that
all the energy put into actuating the system will neither increase or decrease
once applied. That is, the energy present in the system at any given moment is
constant and equal to it’s initial energy.
Most conservative systems are described in it’s regular coordinate system (k-
space) and when transformed to it’s eigenspace for modal analysis, conservatism
is ensured by the modal vectors. If one desires to describe the system directly
in eigenspace, some considerations must be taken to ensure that the system is
conservative.
A conservative undamped nonlinear system described in eigenspace can be de-
scribed by:
[I]~¨q + [Ω]~q + [α] ~q2∗ + [β] ~q3∗ (4.33)
where [I] is a diagonal unit-matrix, [Ω] a diagonal matrix of squared normal
frequencies and [α] and β are matrices of nonlinear coefficients. ~¨q is acceleration,
~q is displacement and ~q2∗ and ~q3∗ are the Kronecker products of the displacement
vector q.
Only considering potential energy, the energy present in a statically loaded
linear spring is it’s load integrated over the resulting displacement(∆x), which
can be either positive or negative. Given a system as seen in figure 4.3 with a
spring attached to points x1 and x2, it’s potential energy is given by:
∆x = (x1 ± x2) (4.34)
E =
∫
k ·∆xdx = 1
2
k∆x2 (4.35)
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Figure 4.3: Loaded spring
If the spring is nonlinear, the same argument applies, but the displacement
is nonlinear:
∆x = (x1 ± x2) (4.36)
E =
∫
(k ·∆x+ k2∆x2 + k3∆x3)dx (4.37)
=
1
2
k∆x2 +
1
3
k2 ·∆x3 + 1
4
k3∆x
4 + . . .+
1
n
kn∆x
n
Translating this to the terms of Pierre and Pesheck, k2 equals α and k3 equals
β. Truncating equation 4.37 to third degree nonlinearities and substituting for
k2, k3 and ∆x, the energy is:
E =
1
2
k(x1 ± x2)2 + 1
3
α · (x1 ± x22)3 + 1
4
β(x1 ± x2)4 (4.38)
Focusing only on ’spring softening’, that is ∆x = x1−x2, and differentiating
with respect to x1 and x2, the force and counter force are:
Fx1 =
dE
dx1
= k(x1 − x2) + α(x21 − 2x1x2 + x22) (4.39)
+ β(x31 − 3x21x2 + 3x1x22 − x32)
Fx2 =
dE
dx2
= k(x1 − x2) + α(−x21 + 2x1x2 − x22) (4.40)
+ β(−x31 + 3x21x2 − 3x1x22 + x32)
Because the sum of all forces working on a system in equilibrium must equal
zero, Fx1 = F and Fx1 − Fx2 = 0, effectively meaning that the sum of each line
and column in α and β must be zero.
4.4.5 Forced system analysis.
In section 4.3 manifold theory was presented. If forcing is to be applied to
a system described by a set of manifolds some considerations must be taken.
Assume a modally reduced nonlinear system. All slaves, that is modes expressed
as functions of the selected master modes, can be thought of as surfaces in the
phase-space of the master modes. To visualize this, imagine that the system is
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compressed to one mode. As shown in figure 4.3, the amplitude of a slave will be
confined to a manifold in the master mode’s phase-space, described using some
reduction technique (for instance as described by Pierre and Pesheck in [5]). If
forcing is to be applied to both the slave and the master mode, the resulting force
of these two forces, will be directed along the manifold. Unfortunately it will
be impossible to add a force to a slave mode because it is by definition solely
dependent on the master mode. To simplify further considerations, assume
that the system is static (x˙ = 0). The manifold of a slave mode can then
be visualized in a 2-dimensional plot. Figure 4.4 depicts a cross section of an
Master amplitude
Sl
av
e 
am
pl
itu
de
Figure 4.4: An arbitrary manifold at x˙ = 0
arbitrary manifold at x˙ = 0, that is at static conditions. If the system is to
be forced, the forces must be aligned along the direction of the corresponding
mode’s amplitude. Drawn as red arrows in figure 4.4 the forces applied to a
slave mode and the master mode, result in a total forcing (blue arrow) which is
aligned along the surface of the manifold. It is now easy to see that excluding
the slave mode will also be exclude it’s force-component and the resulting force
will be rescaled and only have one component along the master mode’s position
axis. Such a forcing would violate the assumption of a slave mode’s amplitude
being confined it’s manifold.
Having explained the ideas and problems of adding external forces to a manifold
system, the possible solutions are:
1. Adding the forces directly into the compressed model, ignoring the errors.
2. Adding forces to the reduced model, and correct the resulting errors using
the master modes’ positions and velocities.
3. Adding forces before the manifolds are found, including their effects in the
manifolds.
4. Adding forces as new modes.
Add forces directly to the compressed model.
Adding forces directly into the compressed model, the invariance of the manifold
is violated, and because the forces are only applied to the chosen modes, effects
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from other forced modes are lost. This method is unaccurate and therefore
disregarded.
Add forces and correct errors.
In the text above, it is explained how the invariance of the manifold is violated
when a forced system is reduced. One solution is to calculate the size of the
violation and correct it.
Known is the size of the force applied to the master mode (Fm) at a moment
on which the amplitude of it’s slave is at a point (x1, x˙1, z1) on the manifold.
Also known is the mathematical description of the manifold given as a function
of the master mode’s amplitude and velocity:
xs = f(xm, x˙m)
where s denotes slave and m denotes master. The master mode’s additional
amplitude caused by the added force is simply found by solving the governing
equation of the reduced set. The additional amplitude added to the slave is
given by the partial derivative of the manifold function.
∆z =
df(xm, x˙m)
dxmdx˙
at the point (x1, x˙1). The adjustment is then:
z2 − z1 = df(xm, x˙m)
dxmdx˙ |x1,x˙1
· Fm
If the total force is applied and corrected for in infinite small steps, the correction
should be 100% correct, but if applied in finite steps, the correction will only
be approximate.
Adding forces as new degrees of freedom.
A better solution is to add the forces to equation 4.20 and rearrange such that
the forcing actually becomes new degrees of freedom. The forcing is thereby
fully incorporated into the manifold and the manifold invariance isn’t violated.
If for instance a harmonic time-dependent force, F cosωf t were to be added, it
can be represented by a second order differential equation:
x¨f + kxf = 0 (4.41)
with it’s initial position corresponds to the maximum desired force. This fits
neatly into equation 4.20 by adding a new bottom row and right column to all
the matrices as well as a state parameter at the bottom of the state vectors.
Setting the new ’mass’ to 1, the ’stiffness’ must be chosen such that the desired
normal frequency is selected:
f =
ω
2pi
(4.42)
=
√
k
m
2pi
(4.43)
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Add forces as new modes.
Nearly the same technique as presented above, forces can be introduced directly
in the eigenspace. Explained by Pierre and Pesheck in their article [5] , forcing
can be introduced as a new mode simply by adding a new row and column in
the matrices and vectors of equation 4.21 and by modifying Ω, α and β slightly.
Assume that a harmonic forcing −Fcosωf t is to be introduced. It can be de-
scribed in terms of a second order differential equation by:
q¨f + ω
2
fqf = 0 (4.44)
with the initial position set to desired amplitude and velocity to zero. Because
it would make no sense to add a force without any couplings to any other modes,
entries are added to the matrix of eigenvalues,Ω. The modified system is then
described by:
[I]q¨+ + [Γ]q+[α]q2+ + [β]q3+ = 0 (4.45)
where
[Γ] =

ω21 0 0 F1
0
. . . 0
...
0 0 ω2N FN
0 0 0 ω2f
 (4.46)
q+ =

q1
...
qN
qf
 (4.47)
Equation 4.45 is diagonalized using Q+ = [U ]η
[U ] =

1 0 . . . 0 γ1
0 1 . . . 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 . . . 1 γN
0 0 . . . 0 1
 (4.48)
with
γi =
Fi
ω2f − ω2i
(4.49)
Please note that γ becomes undefined for resonating frequencies (ω2f −ω2i = 0).
Pre-multiplying equation 4.45 with
[V ]T =

1 0 . . . 0 −γ1
0 1 . . . 0 −γ2
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 . . . 1 −γN
0 0 . . . 0 1
 (4.50)
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Figure 4.5: Equivalent circuit according.
produces
[I]η¨ + [Ω′]η + [α′]η2∗ + [β′]η3∗ = 0 (4.51)
Both α and β must be modified as well. Using the original matrices, qi should
be replaced by ηi + γiqf for all modes i with qf = ηN+1.
4.4.6 Dampening.
If forcing is applied, dampening must be provided to avoid the modal amplitudes
growing infinitely. The problem is that Pierre and Pesheck’s method assumes
no dampening and if dampening is added to the compressed model, the modal
motion will no longer stay on the manifold. However, the addition of small
dampening along with a corresponding force will place the steady state modal
response on or in close proximity to the manifold, giving acceptable results.
4.5 Modeling squeeze-film dampening by equiv-
alent circuits.
In article [7], Westby and Fjeldly develops a approximation of an equivalent-
circuit model for squeeze-film dampening. The approximation for a one dimen-
sional damped mass-spring system using the f → V analogy is shown in 4.5.
Apart from the regular (large C, R and L) components, one step of an infi-
nite ladder of resistors and inductances is shown. Each step contains elements
modeled by the following expressions:
Lm, = (mn)
2 pi
4h
64APa
(4.52)
R(m, ) = (mn)
2
(
m2 +
n2
β2
)
pi6h3
768AL2wη
(4.53)
m and n are odd numbers(see below), the scaling coefficient, h, is the height of
the gap over which the squeeze-film effect occurs, A is the area of plates, Pa the
ambient pressure , β the aspect ratio of the plates (LL/LW |LL≥LW ), LL and
LW are the length and width of the plates, respectively and η is the viscosity
of the gas. If the cutoff frequency found by:
ωcutoff =
(1 + 1β )pi
2
σstatic
(4.54)
σstatic =
12ηL2W
h2Pa
(4.55)
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is significantly lower than the frequency of interest, dampening can be neglected
and all resistors of the ladder can be ignored. The ladder is then just an infinite
set of parallel inductances. Assuming they can be modeled as one inductance,
equation 4.52 can be used. Because of the f → V 3 convention, the equivalent
spring stiffness now has an inverse dependency to the gap h. Equation 4.52
is found assuming only small deflections. Knowingly violating this assumption
and finding a series expansion that fits into Pierre and Pesheck’s formulation:
K =
64APa
(mn)2pi4(g0 − g) (4.56)
=
64APa
(mn)2pi4
·
(
1
g0
+
g
g20
+
g2
g30
+
g3
g40
. . .
)
(4.57)
The power-series expansion contain a undecided coefficient ((mn)2) which
must be fitted to the formula for fluidic stiffness , Kfluid, has given in [7]:
Kfluid = =
64σ2PaA
pi8(g0−g)
∑
m,dd
∑
n,dd
m2+n
2
β2
(mn)2
((
m2+n
2
β2
)2
+ σ
2
pi4
) (4.58)
Figure 4.7 shows the difference between the full model and the fitted power
series expansion for deflections less than 2/3 of the initial gap for a system of
typical values.
3Please see [19] for a introduction on different conventions if the subject is unknown.
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Chapter 5
An example gyroscope.
5.1 An example gyroscope.
To verify the methodology, a lumped model of a silicon bulk gyroscope is devel-
oped and simulated. The model includes squeeze-film effects and effects from
Coreolis acceleration.
5.1.1 The Sensonor butterfly gyroscope.
Sensonor was established in 1985, and is based in Horten, Norway. It’s main
products are pressure and inertia sensors built in their own foundry bulk process.
The automotive industry being their main customer, Sensonor has developed a
roll-over detection sensor. This sensor is realized as a butterfly gyroscope. The
concept and functionality of butterfly gyros is quite complex and the reader is
therefore referred to [10] and [9] for conceptual- and functional descriptions. A
sketch of the gyroscope is given in appendix A.
5.1.2 The model.
Please see figure A.1 before reading further and especially notice the
directions defined in the lower left and right corners as these will be
referred under the assumption that they are known!
The model is built using two-node beam elements initially described by the
template given in matrix 3.10. Consisting of three beams and two ’wings’, the
model has six nodes and 36 degrees of freedom which off 12 are clamped and
can be ignored. In addition, two degrees of freedom are added to simulate the
forcing voltages, giving the model a total of 26 dofs. Actuation and readout is
done using different sets of electrodes, enabling closed-loop control1.
The following subsections presents and argues for some of the choices and sim-
plifications made building the model.
1Not described in this paper.The reader is referred to basic texts on regulation and au-
tomation if unfamiliar with the subject of closed-loop control.
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5.2 Implementation of the gyroscopic effects.
As previously reviewed in section 3.6.1, the Coreolis acceleration can be used to
detect rotation. Assuming that each wing oscillate about a local z-axis, located
somewhere along the global x-axis (see figure 5.2), a rotation about the complete
systems center y-axis will cause the wings to be accelerated in the z-direction.
Solving the problem, equation 3.66 is translated to the coordinate system used
for this example and can rewritten to a first order form as:{
z˙ = v
v˙ = −2Ωx˙− Ω˙x− ωzQz z˙ − ω2zz
Neglecting dampening and assuming constant rate of rotation (Ω˙ = 0):{
z˙ = v
v˙ = −2Ωx˙− ω2zz
Because x˙ for an arbitrary given particle inside a wing is a function of the
wings angular displacement and velocity around its local z-axis, x˙ and z must
be described by θz, θ˙z and r, the particles distance from the center of rotation.
x-directional velocity.
vx
vvyr
θz
Figure 5.1: Particle velocity.
Consider a particle located inside the wing , marked with a x in figure 5.1.
Its velocity in the x-direction is
x˙ = cos θz · θ˙z · r (5.1)
Assuming small angular displacment, cos θz ≈ 1, equation 5.1 can be rewritten
to only contain angular variables. The wings angular acceleration is therby:
θ¨x = −2Ωθ˙z − ω2zθx (5.2)
5.2.1 Actuation.
Both actuation and readout is done electrostatically from two different sets of
electrodes as shown in figure 5.2. Neglecting fringing fields and assuming parallel
plate functionality, electrostatic forces can be modeled as:
F (Q) =
Q2
2εA
(5.3)
F (V, g) =
εAV 2
2g2
(5.4)
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Figure 5.2: Top view sketch of gyroscope. Crosshatched areas are driving elec-
trodes.Hatched ares are read-out electrodes.Stippled line is the axis of rotation.
Applying a voltage to the actuating electrodes, a force according to formula
5.4 is supplied at a distance D from the axis of rotation, creating a torque
τ = Fy. The torque caused by the applied force, will rotate the wings around
the x-axis of figure 5.2.This means that the degrees of freedom initially effected,
are the x-torsional ones, that is dofs nr 4, 0, 6, 2, 8 and 34 of the original set, or
dofs 4, 0, 6 and 22 when the the clamped dofs are removed. 2. The procedure
described for introducing forces in section 4.4.5, only applies for forces with a
linear dependency, and in this particular case, the applied forces have a square
dependency on the applied voltage and an inverse second order dependency to
the parallel plate capacitor gap. The forcing is coupled to the gyroscope thru
two new degrees of freedom, expanding a linear model, to a nonlinear model on
the form
[M ]~¨x+ [K]~x+ [K2∗] ~x2∗ + [K3∗] ~x3∗ = 0 (5.5)
which is similar to equation 4.20.
Actuation using two alternating voltages.
Because of the driving force’s second order dependency to a driving voltage,
it’s sign would be eliminated which would result in modeling two equal forces
applying torques of opposite sign, effectively eliminating any actuation of the
wings. Instead two voltages with a difference in phase of 180o are used, effec-
tively modeling the application of a torque similar to what is seen in 5.3 despite
the second order dependency to the voltage. Assuming the two voltages are
harmonic, their solution can be be:
F0o = F cos(ωt) (5.6)
F180o = F sin(ωt) (5.7)
where ω is the frequency at which they are applied and F their maximum
amplitude. The solutions 5.6 and 5.7 can be expressed by the second order
2Reduced due to complete constrainment of nodes 1 and 6.
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Figure 5.3: Resulting oscillating
moment.
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Figure 5.4: Condensator gaps.
differential equation:
ax¨+ bx = 0 (5.8)
where a and b are coefficients which need to be chosen such that the desired
frequency is selected, and the initial conditions are set to meet the requirement
of a 180o phase difference and amplitude. Because a electrostatic force has a
second order dependency to applied voltage, a force applied to the wings would
cause them to oscillate at twice the frequency of the voltage. In order to have
the applied force resonate with the desired frequency, coefficients a and b for the
dof representing the applied voltage, has to be chosen to target half the desired
frequency of actuation.
Inserting 5.4 into 5.6 and 5.7 and considering the torque the forcing voltages
causes, the resulting moment (plotted in figure 5.3), defined positive clockwise
can be found to be:
M =
εA(V0 cos(ωt))
2
2g22
· Y − εA(V0 sin(ωt))
2
2g21
· Y (5.9)
=
εAY
2
(
V 20o
g2
− V
2
180o
g21
)
(5.10)
where Y3 denote the distance from the center of rotation to the center of the
actuating electrodes.
5.2.2 Gap dependence.
From equation 5.9 it should be clear that the total moment has a square inverse
dependence on the capacitive gaps g1 and g2. Also, it should be clear from
figure 5.4 that
g1 = g0 −∆g (5.11)
g2 = g0 + ∆g (5.12)
Simplifying equation 5.9 by ignoring ∆g it can be written:
M = Y
εAV 20
2g20
((cos(ωt))2 − (sinωt)2) (5.13)
= Y
εAV 20
2g20
cos(2ωt) (5.14)
3Similar to D of figure 5.2
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Results of neglecting ∆g.
Using the simplified model of equation 5.14 and the full model given in equation
5.9 for a range of reasonable voltages and initial gaps, simulations show that ∆g
is very small (figure 5.5) and the difference between the two models is negligible
(figure 5.6).
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Figure 5.5: Absolute deviation between the simplified model and the
full model.
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Figure 5.6: Deviation in percent between the simplified model and
the full model when compared to the static gap.
Chapter 6
Results and discussions.
6.1 Verification of Pierre and Pesheck’s method.
To verify and quantify errors in Pierre and Pesheck’s method, an arbitrary 6
dofs system was chosen and simulated for one, two and three mode compression.
The second and third order couplings, α and β, are tuned to provoke the system
sufficient to give nonlinear behavior visible in the plots. Also, in order to keep
the system conservative, the non-linear couplings has to be inserted1. at the
proper entries of both α and β.
6.1.1 Choice of nonlinear couplings.
Section 4.4.4 showed how one coupling can effect entries in both α and β. To
fully test the properties of Pierre and Pesheck’s method, couplings must be
chosen carefully. If only the chosen modes have entries in α or β, simulation
results should equal the results from the full system. If modes not chosen has
no couplings to the chosen modes, they will not be set in motion (unobservable)
and cannot effect any modes coupled to it.
So the desired test system should at least include the following couplings to
ensure non-chosen nonlinear couplings will be modeled:
• A mode not chosen should be coupled to one of the chosen modes.
• A chosen mode coupled to a mode not chosen, which in turn should be
coupled to either another non-selected mode coupled to the selected mode
or to another selected mode if available. This should be done to ensure any
effects from couplings to other modes via non-selected modes, are tested.
Entering the values directly into α and β would make it difficult to separate
couplings, and two Matlab functions has been written to simplify the imple-
mentation. The function takes 4 input arguments and returns α with the new
couplings included.The functions calls are:
Alpha = insert into alpha(Alpha, alue, ode1, ode2)
Beta = insert into betaa(Beta, alue, ode1, ode2)
1Please see section 4.4.4 for background material
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where ’Alpha’ is α without the coupling between ’mode1’ and ’mode2’, scaled
by ’value’, and similar for β and ’insert into beta’.
The following nonlinear couplings were used for a 6 dof example used for veri-
fication, resulting in the matrices seen on the next page.
1 Alpha=insert_into_alpha(Alpha,3e3,2,4);
2 Alpha=insert_into_alpha(Alpha,3e3,2,3);
3 Alpha=insert_into_alpha(Alpha,5e3,3,4);
4 Alpha=insert_into_alpha(Alpha,5e3,3,2);
5
6 Alpha=insert_into_alpha(Alpha,5e3,6,5);
7
8 Alpha=insert_into_alpha(Alpha,5e3,1,1);
9 Alpha=insert_into_alpha(Alpha,5e3,2,1);
10 Alpha=insert_into_alpha(Alpha,5e3,3,1);
11 Alpha=insert_into_alpha(Alpha,5e3,4,1);
12 Alpha=insert_into_alpha(Alpha,5e3,5,1);
13 Alpha=insert_into_alpha(Alpha,5e3,6,1);
14
15 Beta=insert_into_beta(Beta,1e3,1,3);
16 Beta=insert_into_beta(Beta,1e3,2,3);
17 Beta=insert_into_beta(Beta,5e3,3,3);
18 Beta=insert_into_beta(Beta,1e3,4,3);
19 Beta=insert_into_beta(Beta,1e3,5,3);
20 Beta=insert_into_beta(Beta,1e3,6,3);
Notes on figures in the following subsections
The following subsections briefly review the results of compressing the system
given above, to one, two or three mode systems, and comparing them to results
from both the full linear model (Fl) and the full nonlinear model(FNl). Modes
are selected on basis of their eigenfrequencies, beginning with the lowest. The
two different types of plots given are:
• Phase-plots which show velocity versus modal position. A linear mode
should be plotted as a perfect circle if the axes are configured equally.
Any deviation from this a circular shape represents either a nonlinear be-
havior or numerical error. The upper left corner contains information on
which mode(s) is shown, which mode(s) is selected for the compressed
model and the initial value for the selected mode(s) for each of the sub-
plots. The upper right plot show the results of the smallest initial value,
the lower left show the results of the middle initial value and the results
for the highest initial value is shown in the lower right plot.
Some of the plots show jagged ellipses. This is because when the linear
and full nonlinear systems are simulated, they are set to deliver results
at the same time steps as the compressed model. This results in a time-
discretization which reduces the resolution of the graphs. The solution
is however adaptively solved, and should be just as accurate as the com-
pressed model.
• Manifold plots. For the one-mode compression, it is possible to plot the
surface defined by the compressed model. The ground plane of such a plot
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Figure 6.1: Phase portrait mode one
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Figure 6.2: Phase portrait mode three
is given by the selected modes phase portrait but the height (z-value) is
given by the amplitude of the plotted mode. Also plotted in the manifold
plots are six 3D lines. These are the results of the full nonlinear model
(green) and the results from the compressed model (red). The deviation
between the manifold and the lines, are errors due to either compression
or numerical problems caused by Matlab.
All plots featured in the following section can be found in larger version along
with all plots for all other modes in appendix B.
6.1.2 Expectations.
The manifold is based on the compressed models. It is therefore guaranteed
that the results from the compressed models lay on the surface of the manifold.If
otherwise is observed, the errors are due to numerical errors or the introduction
of either forcing or dampening to the compressed model(manifold invariance).
. Also expected, is the convergence towards the results from the full model as
more modes are included in the compressed model. This is simply deduced from
choosing no modes, the error would be undefined and choosing all modes, the
results would coincide.
6.1.3 One mode
The selected mode(SM). When only one mode is selected, all other modes
are slaves, that is, their amplitudes and modal velocities are defined by the
selected mode. Figure 6.1 shows the selected mode. The upper right plot
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shows, has expected, very little deviation between the three sets of results. If
the amplitude of the selected mode(SM) is small, the commonly used assumption
about linear behavior for small amplitudes, is valid. When the initial condition
is increased from 0.1 to 1.05 for the selected mode (lower left plot), and the
nonlinear behavior becomes significant, the linear results no longer coincide
with the truncated and full nonlinear results. The stippled line of linear results
clearly deviate from the nonlinear results, both from the full and the compressed
model. And finally, when the initial condition is increased to 2, the compressed
model no longer models the selected mode correctly. The selected mode is likely
to obtain the most correct results of any of the modes as it is probably the most
influential (if selected on basis on eigenfrequency) mode and only nonlinear
influences from non-selected modes are approximated, the rest is ’exact’ in the
same manner as in the full model.
Non-selected modes. In contrast to the SM, all slaves are purely approxi-
mate and utterly dependent on the selected mode. Any error in the amplitude or
velocity of the SM, will be transmitted to any of the connected slaves. One pos-
itive effect of this explicit dependency, is that none of the slaves will accumulate
error themselves, but only reflect the accumulated error of the SM.
Mode three is a slave of mode one and is highly nonlinear. Figure 6.2 shows
that even for smallest initial condition, the nonlinear models deviate strongly
from the linear model. Having increased the initial condition, the lower left plot
shows a significant difference between the ’stars and dots’ line of the compressed
model, and the full models red line, but still far better than the linear model.In
the last plot, the full model no longer seems to be conservative, be it numerical
errors of Matlab or a phenomena known from vibration analysis as banking 2,
and the compressed model no longer follows the full model. Although difficult
to see clearly, figure 6.3 shows that for small (0.1) and medium (1.05) initial
conditions, the full model closely follows the manifold defined by the reduced
model, but for the largest (2) initial condition, the deviation is significant.
Mode five is also a slave of mode one, and is modeled very good, at least
for the smaller amplitudes (figure 6.4). Less nonlinear than mode three, the
full model follows the manifold, defined by the compressed model, of figure 6.5
closely.
6.1.4 Two modes
Selected modes
When the system is compressed to two modes, more nonlinear effects are calcu-
lated directly and the results should be deviate less from the full model than the
model compressed to one mode. Although the phase portraits 6.1 and 6.6 look
very similar, the corresponding error-plot (figure 6.14) reveals that the model
compressed to two modes is less accurate than the one-mode model. This might
seem strange, but considering figure 6.7 it should be clear that mode three isn’t
2See for instance [14].
Figure 6.3: Manifold mode three
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Figure 6.4: Phase portrait mode five
Figure 6.5: Manifold mode five
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Figure 6.6: Phase portrait mode 1
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Figure 6.7: Phase portrait mode three
very well modeled by the two-mode model and that this probably is the rea-
son why mode one is simulated less accurate by the two-mode model than the
one-mode model. The other selected mode, mode 4, shown in figure 6.9 is quite
accurately modeled as could be expected for any of the chosen modes.
Non-selected modes.
Mode three on the other hand is neither chosen nor very accurately simulated by
the compressed model. The phase portraits of figure 6.7 show large deviations
even for the small initial value plot, but when the initial conditions are scaled
down one order of magnitude, the mismatch is less and the plots of figure 6.8
reveal that the model is correct but not rugged regarding larger amplitudes
compared to the one-mode model3.
6.1.5 Three mode
Selected modes. Including yet another mode in the trucated system, the
results are expected to converge yet another step towards the results of the full
model. Comparing figures 6.6 to 6.10 and reviewing the errorplot (figure 6.14),
the three-mode model clearly models mode one far better than the other models.
Figure 6.16 shows how mode four also is modeled best by the three-mode model.
The errorplot (figure 6.17)for the last mode to be included, mode three, confirms
the expectation of increasing accuracy when more modes are included despite
it’s poor results from the two-mode model.
3All plots for all modes and and all simulations can be found in appendix B
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Figure 6.8: Phase portrait for mode
three with reduced initial conditions
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Figure 6.9: Phase portrait mode 4
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Figure 6.10: Phase portrait mode 1
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Figure 6.11: Phase portrait mode 4
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Figure 6.12: Phase portrait mode 5
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Figure 6.13: Phase portrait mode 6
Non-selected modes. Modes two, ive and six are not selected in the three-
mode model and deviates significantly for large initial values. Although such
deviations are undesirable, the reader should keep in mind that these modes
are less significant than the selected ones and even thoug their deviations are
considerable, their errors will not necasseraly have much off an impact on the
final results.
6.1.6 Error, convergence and trends.
To compare deviations between the different compressions for different initial
values, the deviation between the compressed model and the full model over the
average absolute amplitude of the full model is used:
deviation =
|amplitudefull − amplitudecompressed|
|amplitudefull|
· 100 (6.1)
The reason for choosing this not very common way of presenting deviation, is
to avoid extremely large values due to singularities from the amplitude crossing
the axes, but still obtain results suited for comparison between the different
compressed models as well as for different initial values. Plotted in a 3x3 array,
each column show the resulting error, from top to bottom:the one-, two- and
three-mode compression, and from left to right:small , medium and large initial
values.
Selected modes. Inspecting figure 6.14 shows that the selected mode one’s
errors does not decrease consistently with increasing number of selected modes.
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Figure 6.14: Error plots mode one Figure 6.15: Error plots mode two
At first this might seem strange, but considering the influences from mode
three(6.17), which is modeled very poorly when only two modes are chosen4, it
seems like mode three is the source of error rather than mode one itself.
Mode four is the second mode to be included. Figure 6.16 show a consistently
increasing accuracy, even for the two mode compression, where mode three is
very poorly simulated. Even for the largest initial values (right column of figure
6.16), the errors are small once mode four is selected.
The last mode to be selected, mode three, is simulated reasonably well for the
smallest initial value by the model compressed to one mode, very poorly when
two modes are selected, but once it is included among the selected modes, the
errors are minuscule (figure 6.17). Not only for the small and medium initial
values, but for the largest initial value as well.
Comparing the results from the models compressed to one-, two- and three
modes, the not very surprising tendency of increased accuracy once a mode is
included in a compressed model, seems evident.
Non-selected modes:Modes two, five and six Considering that the non-
selected modes are simulated only indirectly thru their master modes, the errors
seen, for instance for mode two (figure 6.15), are acceptable, at least for the
smaller initial values. Also, if mode two is inspected closer, especially it’s two-
and three-mode compression, depicted in figures 6.18 and 6.19, it seems like the
sudden fall in accuracy from the two-mode model to the three-mode model, is a
product of Matlab having numerical problems simulating the full model rather
than the result of a poorly compressed model. For the small initial value of the
4Commented in section 6.1.4 see figure 6.7
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Figure 6.16: Error plots mode four Figure 6.17: Error plots mode three
three mode compression ( top right plot of figure 6.19), the compressed model
and the full model nearly coincides. Once the initial value increase, the full
model no longer conserves it’s energy. As the system is unforced, this is likely
to be numerical errors. One possible reason can be the fact that these modes
have significantly higher natural frequencies, resulting in time steps to small for
Matlab.
Even clearer for modes five and six, figures 6.20 and 6.21 shows how the
results from the full model are very nonrepative, a behavior very unlikely for
any continuous system. The results from the full model are therefore not trust-
worthy for the medium and large initial values. Only evaluating the results for
the smallest initial values, the results are acceptable although accuracy isn’t
increasing consistently as more modes are included.
6.1.7 Inclusion and results of dampening.
Dampening is described by what is called the quality-factor(Q), defined as:
Q =
mω
b
(6.2)
where m is mass,ω the natural frequency and b the dampening coefficient. This
means that the grade of dampening is inverse proportional with Q. High values
means little dampening and low values , much dampening. Two simulations
with different values for Q has been run. Both based on models compressed
to three modes in order to include dampening effects from as many mode as
possible. Dampening is applied to any modeled mode, that is to all modes in
the full model and the three selected modes of mode three.
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Figure 6.18: Mode two. Two mode com-
pression
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Figure 6.19: Mode two. Three mode
compression
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Figure 6.20: Mode five. Three mode
compression
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Figure 6.21: Mode six. Three mode
compression
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Figure 6.22: Amplitude vs. time, mode
three, Q=500
Figure 6.23: Amplitude vs. time, mode
four, Q=500
Weakly damped systems.
Having added a dampening with a Q-factor of 500 to the selected mode, the
results from modes three and four seen in figures 6.22 and 6.23 show little
deviation between the compressed model and reduced model for the smallest
initial values but considerably deviations for the medium and largest initial
values.
Highly damped systems.
Having added a dampening with a Q-factor of 10 to the selected mode, figures
6.24 and 6.25 clearly show how the full model(green lines) is indistinguishable
form the compressed model (red line). For the slaves , modes two and five, show
in figures 6.26 and 6.27, the deviations become significant, but this is mainly
for the first few periods.
6.1.8 Resonance.
In their paper, Pierre and Pesheck warns about the method’s vulnerability to
resonance between modeled modes and unmodeled modes. If the normal fre-
quency of a non-selected mode matches a selected mode’s normal frequency, a
multiple of it or even a sum of any combination of normal frequencies including
at lest one selected mode, it may cause singularities when model coefficients
are calculated. Keeping things simple, only one resonance is investigated : the
non-selected mode three is chosen to converge against the selected mode, ode
Figure 6.24: Amplitude vs. time, mode
three, Q=10
Figure 6.25: Amplitude vs. time, mode
four, Q=10
Figure 6.26: Amplitude vs. time, mode
two, Q=500
Figure 6.27: Amplitude vs. time, mode
five, Q=500
Figure 6.28: Amplitude vs. time for
mode two, Q=10
Figure 6.29: Amplitude vs. time mode
five, Q=10
Figure 6.30: Error plots for mode three,
damping included
Figure 6.31: Error plots for mode four,
damping included
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Figure 6.32: Error plots for mode two,
damping included
Figure 6.33: Error plots for mode five,
damping included
one in a model compressed to one mode.
Figure 6.34 depicts the how mode one is effected by the converging normal
frequency. As mode three approach mode one, the deviation between the full
model and the compressed model clearly grows rapidly. Not very surprising,
figure 6.35 shows a similar tendency for mode three, a slave. The degradation
seen for mode one is a result of less accurate model coefficients which will effect
all modes connected to mode three. Also, errors in the selected mode one’s
results will propagate to any of it’s slaves, even those without couplings to
mode three.
6.1.9 Summary.
Although the modes reviewed in section 6.1.6 does not seem to have consis-
tently increasing accuracy with increasing number of selected modes, the rea-
sons are traceable to numerical problems and all the chosen modes are accurate
to within 10 ’%’5 and consistently increasing in accuracy if results with obvious
errors/problems are neglected. This is in line with the intuitive expectation of
increasing accuracy with increasing number of selected modes. It is of some con-
cern that some modes(for instance two mode model, ode three) deviate strongly
from the full model, but note that the test system was designed to provoke the
method, and few, if any, real systems will be equally non-linear. Also, the sys-
tem hasn’t been rated regarding resonance between selected and non-selected
modes, only tested for the most obvious ones.
5See equation 6.1.
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Figure 6.34: Deviation due to reso-
nance, mode one
Figure 6.35: Deviation due to resonance
mode three
Dampening might cause trouble for low Q-values. With a Q-factor of 10,
some modes are simulated with good accuracy, while other are not very accurate.
If low Q-values are to be used, it must be evaluated on a case-by-case basis and
the significance of a poorly simulated mode must be considered. With a Q-
factor of 500, the results improve significantly, and as typical values for Q are
500 < Q < 200000 in vacuum-packed MEMS, dampening can be included in the
reduced model with reasonable good results. Beware however that a compressed
model only handles dampening for the selected modes, which will add another
factor into the discussion on choosing modes for a compressed model. If for
instance the first mode not to be chosen is heavily damped, it might be more
significant than the last mode selected even if it’s natural frequency is higher.
Resonance between a chosen mode and a non-chosen mode or combinations
of such, clearly degrades the accuracy of the method. The ideal is therefore
modes of distinct normal frequencies which does not in any combination sum
up to the normal frequency of other modes. A method to rate a system’s
properties regarding resonance ought to be developed to evaluate how suited a
system is for simulation using Pierre and Pesheck’s method.
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6.2 Verification of the linear model.
The linear model is verified against information given in [9] and an internal note
from Sensonor 6. The internal note defines and scales the structure and also
gives a set of normal frequencies found using ANSYS, a state-of-the-art FEM
modeling- and analysis tool. Using the frequencies given in the internal note as
target frequencies, Matlab was used to define the model and find it’s eigenvalues
and eigenvectors. Being the most significant modes the four lowest modes’
eigenvectors were analyzed to identify the modes according to the information
supplied by [9] and shown in table 6.1.
Mode 1:
Driving mode.The wings oscillate
in phase about their common
horizontal axis.The mode is started
with the electrostatic force caused
by the driving electrodes.
Mode 2:
Executing mode.A mainly horizon-
tal bending of the beams, causing
the wings to oscillate 180o out of
phase about a near vertical axis.
Mode 3:
Detection mode.Due to the Coriolis
effect and the difference in phase of
mode 2, a rotation of the system
about its horizontal sensing axis ,
parallel to the y-axis, will cause the
wings to oscillate 180o out of phase
about their horizontal center x-axis.
Mode 4:
A side effect of the driving mode.Can be thought of as a bending along
the x-axis.
Table 6.1: Identified modes.
Having identified the modes of interest(see table 6.2), their frequencies was
compared to the target frequencies supplied by the internal note from Sensonor.
6Not published and withheld because of sensitive content
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Mode Direction Values Comment
1 θx 0.4739
0.5045
0.5045
0.4739
From the uniform torsion around
the x-axis, this clearly must be the
driving mode
2 θz -0.4638
-0.4641
0.4641
0.4638
The opposite rotations around the
z-axis identifies this mode as the ex-
ecution mode.
3 θx -0.4997
-0.5002
0.5002
0.4997
The opposite rotations around the
x-axis identifies this mode as the de-
tection mode.
4 θy -0.4997
-0.5002
0.5002
0.4997
The opposite rotations around the
y-axis identifies this mode as the
4.th mode.
Table 6.2: Identifying modes.
Identification of modes according to information given in table 6.1 and the
eigenvectors.
The results are given in table 6.3
Mode Target Eigen- Deviation
frequency [Hz] frequency [Hz] [%]
Driving mode 6985 6946 0.5
Executing mode 8926 9020 1
Detection mode 10221 9604 6.4
4’th mode 31503 12611 -59.9
5’th mode 41751 40594 -2.8
6’th mode 43063 41200 -4.3
Table 6.3: Comparison of modes
6.2.1 Summary.
Except for the 4’th mode, the calculated eigenfrequencies are certainly inside
acceptable limits considering a macro model is used.The deviation in the 4’th
mode is most likely because bars located at each wings nodal attachment, isn’t
included in the macro model.The intension of these bars are to balance the
thermal expansion of the supporting beams and they were left out in order to
keep the model compact and simple. A model including these bars haven’t been
developed and tested. Such a model would contain 24 additional degrees of
freedom, increasing the calculation efforts significantly.
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6.3 Verification of the compressed nonlinear gy-
roscope model
6.3.1 The model and it’s compression.
The gyroscope was defined and simulated using Matlab. A description of the
model can be found in 5.1. Previous chapters have included several descriptions
on how to chose which modes to keep for a compressed model. The model
is driven electrostatic by 8 electrodes, 4 for each wing, 2 for each half. The
electrodes on opposite halfs of the wing , are driven by voltages with a 180o
phase shift. Keeping things as simple and intuitive as possible, these voltages are
added separately as two degrees of freedom and their ’stiffness’ and ’mass’ chosen
such that their natural frequency resonates with the mode of main interest.
Modes of interest.
The real gyroscope has specifically three modes of interest. Verified in section
6.2, modes one, two and three are the most significant modes. Mode two’s
normal frequency is chosen to be the target frequency for the driving voltages.
Because the implementation of Pierre and Pesheck’s method on which this paper
is based is limited to choosing maximum three modes, different models must be
simulated to analyze the desired effects.
• Full model versus reduced model, compressed with respect to the driving
voltages and mode 1 from table 6.2. Included to show the effect of the
forcing voltages.
Forced and starting from rest.
• Full model versus reduced model, compressed with respect to the driving
voltages and mode 2 from table 6.2. Included to show the effect of the
forcing voltages.
Forced and starting from rest.
• Full model versus reduced model compressed with respect to modes 1, and
3 from table 6.2.
This simulation should have been included to show the effects when all
the most significant non-forcing modes are chosen. Because both α and β
are all zero when the driving voltages are excluded, and the results would
equal those of a completely linear system, this simulation isn’t featured.
• All of the models from above, but including dampening.
Forced and starting from rest.
• The full model including squeeze-film effects versus the reduced model
based on modes one, two and three is included and simulated to evaluate
a system where all the effects of the most significant non-forcing modes
are chosen (α and β are no longer all zeros thanks to the squeeze-film
effects).
Simulated non-forced and using initial conditions found from statically
forcing the structure.
• Full model including gyroscopic effects versus compressed models includ-
ing the gyroscopic effects.
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Figure 6.36: Full vs. compression to driving voltages and mode 2.From top to
bottom:modes 1-4
6.3.2 Full model versus reduced.
The plots seen in figure 6.36 shows how the model compressed to the driving
modes and mode nr. two of table 6.2 follow the full model. The selected mode
is very accurate, both regarding frequency, phase and amplitude. The three
other modes shown are fairly accurate when it comes to average amplitude and
frequency, but drifts slightly when it comes to phase. Also note that these three
slave modes has different initial conditions than the full model. This is because
the slaves’ initial condition are purely defined by their couplings to the selected
modes. The driving voltages, which are among the selected mode, must have
initial conditions 6= 0 to actuate the system at all, thereby giving the slaves an
offset from zero.
Figure 6.37 depicts how the reduced model based on the two driving modes
and mode one is nearly indistinguishable for the selected mode 1, but does not
model mode two at all. Modes three and four have approximately the same
average amplitude and frequency, but does not model the ’banking’ phenomena
seen in the result from the full model.
The complete lack of response for mode 2 is because of problems using Matlab
to find the coefficients. Defined by matrices, Matlab may have problems finding
the coefficients if a matrix is poorly conditioned. If the conditioning is poor
enough, Matlab will set the coefficient(s) to zero. The lack of banking is be-
cause modes three and four are purely slaves of the forcing voltages and mode
2. Banking is a phenomena related to different frequencies of coupled modes
and as all three selected modes have the same natural frequency, banking, the
compressed model cannot model banking.
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Figure 6.37: Full vs. compression to driving voltages and mode 1.From top to
bottom:modes 1-4
The compressed models simulate the selected modes very good, but because
the implementation of the method is limited to a maximum three-mode com-
pression, some important modes are not selected. Hence they are modeled as
slaves. Due to numerical issues, some of the non-selected modes have no cou-
pling to the mode selected in addition to the driving modes. The result is that
the respective modes aren’t activated at all, they are unobservable, and impor-
tant effects may be lost. As mentioned, this is because of Matlab’s method of
handling matrix inversion. The 6 dof system reviewed in section 6.1, is better
conditioned and the problem is not present, so it is simply a matter of numerics.
6.3.3 Damped full model vs damped reduced models.
Because the reduced models can model dampening only for the selected modes,
damped systems are doomed to have deviations between their reduced models
and their full model. Luckily, most MEMS-devices are encapsulated in low-
pressure containers, decreasing dampening to a minimum and thereby minimiz-
ing the errors introduced with applying dampening. Figure 6.39 shows a system
reduced to mode 1 and the driving modes with a Q-factor of 1600 applied to
the mode 1 versus a full model with Q=1600 for mode 1, Q=170 000 for mode
2 and Q=1600 for mode 3. Compared to figure 6.37, which is calculated from
the same reduced model, but simulated without dampening, virtually no differ-
ence is seen for the small time-span simulated, neither for the full model or the
reduced model. It is however important to note that the results seen here only
span approximately 31000 s. The effects of dampening should be visible when the
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Figure 6.38: Damped:Full vs. compression to driving modes and mode 2.From
top to bottom:modes 1-4
number of periods simulated approach the respective Q-factors.
6.3.4 Inclusion and results of squeeze-film effects.
To include more nonlinear effects in the model, the squeeze-film effects was
found as functions of each wings’ angular displacement around the center axis
of rotation as well as their vertical motion. The structure was assumed to be
placed in a rough7 vacuum (0.0165 atm) to ensure the effects to be of consider-
able magnitudes.
Because the squeeze-film cut-off frequency was found to be approximately 1.5kHz
and the natural frequencies of the modes most likely to be exposed to squeeze-
film effects was found to be approximately 35kHz, squeeze-film dampening was
neglected and only squeeze-film stiffening considered.
The effect added entries in both the second- and third order stiffness matrices,[K 2∗]
and [K3∗], has well as it increased some values in the stiffness matrix,[K].
Inspecting the plots of figure 6.40 resulting from a simulation including the
stiffening caused by the squeeze-film, it is clear that mode two isn’t very effected
by the stiffened system, but that modes one and three have increased their
natural frequencies with a factor of 3.5→ 4. Having chosen the most significant
modes, their results are nearly indistinguishable from the results from the full
model. Unfortunately , this is sadly enough not the case for the results of mode
four. The amplitude of the full model are many orders of magnitude larger than
that of the compressed model, and the results from the compressed model are
only seem a a straight line.
7For a classification of vacuums, please see page 241 of [4].
Figure 6.39: Damped:Full vs. compression to driving modes and mode 1.From
top to bottom:modes 1-4
Figure 6.40: Full model vs. reduced model, squeeze film effects in-
cluded.Compression to driving modes one, two and three.From top to bot-
tom:modes 1-4
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Figure 6.41: Full model vs. reduced model, gyroscopic effects included. Com-
pression to driving modes and mode 2.From top to bottom:modes 1-4
6.3.5 Inclusion and results of gyroscopic effects.
According to section 5.2 the gyroscopic effects should effect mode three the
strongest, and mainly as a result from excitation of mode two. The implementa-
tion of Pierre and Pesheck’s method used in this paper, is limited to a maximum
of three master modes. The two reduced models previously commented in sec-
tion 6.3.2, has been simulated with gyroscopic effects includes. The results for
modes one to four can be seen in figures 6.41 and 6.42, for models compressed
to the driving modes and modes one and two.
Clearly the selected mode of the reduced model is nearly indistinguishable
from the full model, but completely fails to simulate the gyroscopic effects seen
in mode three. This is because mode three is purely a slave and is not included at
all in the simulation. It is merely a product of the master modes. It is therefore
desirable to choose modes one, two and three as master modes and simulate the
system with initial conditions 6= 0 and neglecting the driving voltages. Such a
model would be completely linear as no nonlinear couplings are present between
these modes. Squeeze-film effects are therefore included to obtain nonlinear
couplings enabling further testing of the method.
Figure 6.43 shows how a model, including both squeeze-film and gyroscopic
effects compressed to modes one, two and three is nearly indistinguishable from
the result of the full model for the master modes. Mode four is not actuated at
all by the reduced model, but this is most likely due to numerical errors building
the reduced model8.
8As explained previously.
Figure 6.42: Full model vs. reduced model, gyroscopic effects included. Com-
pression to driving modes and mode 1.From top to bottom:modes 1-4
Figure 6.43: Full model vs. reduced model, gyroscopic effects included. Com-
pression to modes one, two and three. From top to bottom:modes 1-4
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6.3.6 Summary.
Pierre and Pesheck’s method models the gyroscope quite well, but the method
implementation has two problems which limits it’s performance:
• The implementation is limited to a maximum of three selected modes. For
many systems this will be sufficient, but for a system with more than three
modes of distinctively lower normal frequency than the others, important
effects might be lost.
• Numerical problems. Not really the implementation’s fault but rather the
choice of software-algorithm. If a matrix’s condition is very poor, Mat-
lab might deliver unaccurate results or even refuse inverting the matrix,
returning all zeros. This can of course distort the values of certain coef-
ficients. An example is the complete lack of excitation of mode 2 in plot
6.37. It is possible to avoid these problems by finding expressions for each
coefficient explicitly, but the expressions are very large and unmanageable.
Chapter 7
Summary/Conclusion
7.1 Macro modeling.
Section 6.2 verifies how a macro model of the Sensonor SAR-10 gyroscope can
be modeled with partially very good results using only simple two-node beam
elements. The only major deviation of significance, is for mode four, but this
can be explained from the simplification of neglecting some thermal expansion
beams located at each wing’s restrainment. Neglecting this error, the macro
modeling techniques used in this paper proved to be very accurate.
7.2 Pierre and Peshecks method.
The method was tested with two systems of different character and size. One
small, six dof system with very large nonlinearities, and one less nonlinear, 26
dof system.
System of six dofs.
A arbitrary system of six degrees of freedom was constructed. The system was
designed very nonlinear in order to provoke the method. The six dof system was
easily compressed and simulated even though some modes were not simulated
correctly. The problems were quite obvious, and could be identified. The com-
pressed models delivered very good results when three modes were selected and
small initial values used. From the trends seen in section 6.1, it is very likely
that the inclusion of more modes would improve results even further, increasing
the range of initial values for which acceptable results can be obtained.
The system was tested with two differently scaled dampening-factors. Both
systems show good coherence between the full and the compressed models con-
sidering that dampening is not covered by the method presented by Pierre and
Pesheck in [5].
System of 26 dofs.
The reduced models simulated the three master modes very good while the
slaves was not always simulated. For some models, the method implementation
had trouble calculating all coefficients for all modes. This was mainly due to
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singularities, but the patterns were to complex to trace to any specific resonat-
ing modes. The slave modes which were simulated, had average frequency and
amplitude very similar to the full model. Based on the same models as the sim-
ulations commented above, dampening in the range Q¿1600 did not introduce
any significant deviations from the undamped system, at least not for the simu-
lated time span. It is likely that a simulation spanning a longer time span would
show significant deviations between the undamped and the damped system, but
is less interesting because a steady state would probably be provided by closed-
loop feedback long before the problem would become significant. Squeeze-film
stiffening was also simulated very accurate for the master modes. The reduced
model not including the sensing mode three among the master modes failed
completely to simulate the gyroscopic effects.
In general.
The method seems to model the system properly. However, it should be used
with care, and mainly for systems which have selected modes of distinctively
lower normal frequencies than their slaves. Also, due to difficulties understand-
ing when the method gives sufficiently correct results, it should be verified with
full simulations if major changes are done. Given that little to moderately
nonlinear systems are analyzed for small initial values, the method easily out-
performs regular modal truncation once the model has been built. From the
experiences made simulating both the six dof system and the 26 dof system, the
results from the gyroscope would most likely improve significant if six modes
had been used for a model, both the driving voltages and the modes of distinct
natural frequencies, one to six. The downside was that it took 8+ hours to
generate the coefficients for a system of 26 dofs compressed to three modes.
7.2.1 Calculation efforts.
The Matlab implementation on which the models off this paper is based upon,
is very ineffective. Depending on hardware and load, the 26 dof compressed
to three modes, needed 8+ hours to calculate all necessary coefficients, mainly
because of a five-level nested for-loop. Once the compressed model was built,
simulations was limited to tens of seconds, outperforming the full model by 4-5
hours. An implementation in a compiled language such as Fortran or C would
probably decrease calculation-time significantly. Also worth noticing, was the
high requirements to memory (RAM) due to the large α- and β matrices even
though sparse matrices were used.
7.3 Areas of interest for further exploration.
7.3.1 Biasing manifold models.
In the SAR-10 gyroscope, modes one and two are adjusted to resonate by ap-
plying a bias to the read-out electrodes, pulling the whole structure slightly.
Such a biasing can be thought of as a change in the center of orbit along the
manifold in the direction of the position axis, increasing mode one’s frequency
slightly. Such a biasing should be possible to model by moving the center of a
’manifold orbital’ along the axis of the driving voltages.
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7.3.2 Conditioning systems.
Several examples of poor results due to numerical problems have been shown
in chapter 6. Some might very well be from a non-optimal implementation of
the method, others from Matlab itself and some from resonance in the system.
The conclusion is anyway that a method for conditioning a model to decide if
it is suited for building reduced models, is needed if the method is to be used
in commercial software. If the coefficients are given by matrices which of some
must be inverted, such a conditioning might be done by
• Finding each matrix’s condition number with respect to inversion and
a limit which ensure acceptable models. This implies that a definition
of ’acceptable models’ must be found. If the limit is superseded, the
system is found to be unsuited for nonlinear modal reduction by Pierre
and Pesheck’s method.
• Finding a sum of condition numbers and a corresponding limit to either
approve or disapprove a model.
The condition number with respect to inversion is the ratio of the largest singular
value of a matrix to the it’s smallest. It should therefore also be possible to
condition the system based on it’s eigenvalues. A conditioning based on the
distinctiveness off the natural frequencies and resonance, should be possible.
7.3.3 Nonlinear elements.
Due to the lack of appropriate nonlinear beam-models, only linear beam ele-
ments were used when the macro model was built. If nonlinear stiffness matri-
ces on the form [K]~x + [K2∗] ~x2∗ + [K3∗] ~x3∗ could be found, it would certainly
increase the usefulness of the method. This is for instance available thru Tay-
lor expansions. Will it be possible to derive for instance large deflection beam
models using Taylor’s expansion while maintaining an analytic form within a
complexity comprehendable for a designer?
7.3.4 Parameter sensitivity.
Although explored p˚a Westby and Fjeldly in [11], the subject on eigenvalue
parameter sensetivity can be explored further. Several methods exist and need
to be explored for nonlinear modal analysis.
Appendix A
Sketches of the SensoNor
gyroscope.
The following sketch is based on the Sensonor SAR-10 rate gyroscope. The
sketch is not scaled to proportions, and some less important features are not
included.
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Appendix B
Phase portraits and
manifold plots
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Figure B.1: Phase portrait mode 1
Figure B.2: Manifold mode 1
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Figure B.3: Phase portrait mode 2
Figure B.4: Manifold mode 2
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Figure B.5: Phase portrait mode 3
Figure B.6: Manifold mode 3
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Figure B.7: Phase portrait mode 4
Figure B.8: Manifold mode 4
 Mode shown:5
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Figure B.9: Phaseportrait mode 5
Figure B.10: Manifold mode 5
 Mode shown:6
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Figure B.11: Phase portrait mode 6
Figure B.12: Manifold mode 6
 Mode shown:1
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Figure B.13: Phase portrait mode 1
 Mode shown:2
 Modes chosen :1  4
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Figure B.14: Phase portrait mode 2
 Mode shown:3
 Modes chosen :1  4
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Figure B.15: Phase portrait mode 3
 Mode shown:4
 Modes chosen :1  4
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Figure B.16: Phase portrait mode 4
 Mode shown:5
 Modes chosen :1  4
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Figure B.17: Phase portrait mode 5
 Mode shown:6
 Modes chosen :1  4
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Figure B.18: Phase portrait mode 6
 Mode shown:1
 Modes chosen :1  3  4
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Figure B.19: Phase portrait mode 1
 Mode shown:2
 Modes chosen :1  3  4
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Figure B.20: Phase portrait mode 2
 Mode shown:3
 Modes chosen :1  3  4
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Figure B.21: Phase portrait mode 3
 Mode shown:4
 Modes chosen :1  3  4
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Figure B.22: Phase portrait mode 4
 Mode shown:5
 Modes chosen :1  3  4
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Figure B.23: Phase portrait mode 5
 Mode shown:6
 Modes chosen :1  3  4
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Figure B.24: Phase portrait mode 6
Figure B.25: Error plot for mode 1.
Figure B.26: Error plot for mode 2.
Figure B.27: Error plot for mode 3.
Figure B.28: Error plot for mode 4.
Figure B.29: Error plot for mode 5.
Figure B.30: Error plot for mode 6.
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B.1 Damping plots. Q=500
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Figure B.31: Phase-plot mode 1, damping included Q=500
Figure B.32: Amplitude vs time of mode 1, damping included Q=500
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Figure B.33: Phase-plot mode 2, damping included Q=500
Figure B.34: Amplitude vs time of mode 2, damping included Q=500
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Figure B.35: Phase-plot mode 3, damping included Q=500
Figure B.36: Amplitude vs time of mode 3, damping included Q=500
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Figure B.37: Phase-plot mode 4, damping included Q=500
Figure B.38: Amplitude vs time of mode 4, damping included Q=500
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Figure B.39: Phase-plot mode 5, damping included Q=500
Figure B.40: Amplitude vs time of mode 5, damping included Q=500
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Figure B.41: Phase-plot mode 6, damping included Q=500
Figure B.42: Amplitude vs time of mode 6, damping included Q=500
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B.2 Damping plots. Q=10
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Figure B.43: Phase-plot mode 1, damping included Q=10
Figure B.44: Amplitude vs time of mode 1, damping included Q=10
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Figure B.45: Phase-plot mode 2, damping included Q=10
Figure B.46: Amplitude vs time of mode 2, damping included Q=10
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Figure B.47: Phase-plot mode 3, damping included Q=10
Figure B.48: Amplitude vs time of mode 3, damping included Q=10
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Figure B.49: Phase-plot mode 4, damping included Q=10
Figure B.50: Amplitude vs time of mode 4, damping included Q=10
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Figure B.51: Phase-plot mode 5, damping included Q=10
Figure B.52: Amplitude vs time of mode 5, damping included Q=10
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Figure B.53: Phase-plot mode 6, damping included Q=10
Figure B.54: Amplitude vs time of mode 6, damping included Q=10
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B.3 Resonance plots
Figure B.55: Amplitude vs time of mode 1, damping included Q=10
Figure B.56: Amplitude vs time of mode 2, damping included Q=10
Figure B.57: Amplitude vs time of mode 3, damping included Q=10
Figure B.58: Amplitude vs time of mode 4, damping included Q=10
Figure B.59: Amplitude vs time of mode 5, damping included Q=10
Figure B.60: Amplitude vs time of mode 6, damping included Q=10
Appendix C
Program output
C.1 Verification, linear.
**********************************************************
Mode(1) Name= Driving voltage 1
@4510.306Hz :target=4463
Deviation=1.06%
x-direction
ans =
0 0 0 0
y-direction
ans =
0 0 0 0
z-direction
ans =
0 0 0 0
øx-direction
ans =
0 0 0 0
øy-direction
ans =
0 0 0 0
øz-direction
ans =
0 0 0 0
**********************************************************
Mode(2) Name= Driving voltage 2
@4510.306Hz :target=4463
Deviation=1.06%
x-direction
ans =
0 0 0 0
y-direction
ans =
0 0 0 0
z-direction
ans =
0 0 0 0
øx-direction
ans =
0 0 0 0
øy-direction
ans =
0 0 0 0
øz-direction
ans =
0 0 0 0
**********************************************************
Mode(3) Name=Driving
@6945.8477Hz :target=6985
Deviation=-0.56052%
x-direction
ans =
16.3653 16.3657 16.3657 16.3653
y-direction
ans =
1.0e+03 *
-0.0322 1.6412 1.6412 -0.0322
z-direction
ans =
4.4239 -492.1062 -492.1062 4.4239
øx-direction
ans =
1.0e+07 *
-1.5247 -1.6230 -1.6230 -1.5247
øy-direction
ans =
1.0e+06 *
1.0255 0.8009 -0.8009 -1.0255
øz-direction
ans =
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1.0e+06 *
3.1587 3.1532 -3.1532 -3.1587
**********************************************************
Mode(4) Name=Exc
@9020.6121Hz :target=8926
Deviation=1.06%
x-direction
ans =
11.6000 11.6006 11.6006 11.6000
y-direction
ans =
1.0e+03 *
-0.0197 -5.9792 -5.9792 -0.0197
z-direction
ans =
2.4723 494.0237 494.0237 2.4723
øx-direction
ans =
1.0e+06 *
-4.1820 -4.6576 -4.6576 -4.1820
øy-direction
ans =
1.0e+05 *
-8.3824 -9.3664 9.3664 8.3824
øz-direction
ans =
1.0e+07 *
-1.1231 -1.1240 1.1240 1.1231
**********************************************************
Mode(5) Name=Detecting
@10221.3327Hz :target=9604
Deviation=6.4279%
x-direction
ans =
6.3005 6.3432 -6.3432 -6.3005
y-direction
ans =
-37.2864 -33.4371 33.4371 37.2864
z-direction
ans =
5.0969 4.0372 -4.0372 -5.0969
øx-direction
ans =
1.0e+07 *
-1.6367 -1.6386 1.6386 1.6367
øy-direction
ans =
1.0e+05 *
2.3136 -1.7461 -1.7461 2.3136
øz-direction
ans =
1.0e+04 *
1.3844 0.1958 0.1958 1.3844
**********************************************************
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Nomenclature
[α] Nonlinear coupling coefficients, second order, eigenspace.
[β] Nonlinear coupling coefficients, third order, eigenspace.
[K2∗] Nonlinear coupling coefficients, second order.
[K3∗] Nonlinear coupling coefficients, third order.
[X]K2 Second order Kronecker tensor product of X and X.
[X]K3 Third order Kronecker tensor product of X, and X.
 Elongation
θˆx Angular displacement about the x-axis offset from the nodal coordinate
yˆ y-displacement offset from the nodal coordinate
zˆ z-displacement offset from the nodal coordinate
λ Inverse squared natural frequency
Ω Rate of rotation
ρ Density,kg/m3
τ Tension
θz A wing’s rotation about it’s local z-axis.
ε Permetivity
Ek Kinetic energy
F0o Oscillatory force with 0
o phase-shift
F180o Oscillatory force with 180
o phase-shift
g0 initial gap
Ix Second area moment about the x-axis
Iy Second area moment about the y-axis
Iz Second area moment about the z-axis
Ks Stiffness matrix K defined with noncoincidal shear center and centroid.
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M torque
Ms Mass matrix M defined with noncoincidal shear center and centroid.
Q Electric charge
q2∗ Second order Kronecker tensor product for x.
q3∗ Third order Kronecker tensor product for x.
V Voltage
A Area
E energy
g Gap.Distance between parallel plates of a capacitor.
h height
J polar moment of inertia
Q quality-factor
w width
